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ABSTRACT 
Rick C. Dye 
Thesis Statement 
A retreat model can be developed which will enable 
campus ministry participants to understand their own 
personality type (utilizing the Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator) and discover a devotional style for this 
stage in their lives by experimenting with methods of 
prayer and meditation which draw upon one or another of 
the four mental functions. 
Title: PERSONALITY TYPE AND THE DIFFERING STYLES OF 
PRAYER AND MEDITATION FOR STUDENTS INVOLVED IN 
CAMPUS MINISTRY. 
Using both descriptive and empirical methodolo-
gies, this. study attempts to discover the personality 
type of students involved in campus ministry units in 
the Memphis Annual Conference of the United Methodist 
Church and show how personality types are influential 
in the development of a meaningful prayer temperament. 
This effort at fostering spiritual formation among 
college age students is seen as central to the task of 
campus ministry. 
Chapter 1 introduces the project setting. 
Particular attention is paid to the condition of campus 
ministry at the University of Tennessee - Martin. 
Statistical information is presented showing religious 
prefer~nce. The difficult conditions surrounding the 
implementation of effective campus ministry programs 
are discussed. This chapter also looks at the retreat 
model that became the foundation for this project/dis-
sertation. 
Chapter 2 is a review of the related literature in 
the areas of personality type and theory, prayer 
temperaments, and spiritual formation. A review of 
various database searches are given, along with 
references to important resources. A Biblical 
foundation for this project/dissertation is also 
highlighted. 
Chapter 3 studies the relationship between 
personality theory and principles of spiritual 
formation. In this chapter, terms are defined, the 
relationship between soul and spirit are discussed, a 
biblical doctrine of humankind is presented, a Biblical 
anthropology is presented, the uniqueness of creation, 
and the relationship between psychology and 
spirituality is explored. The chapter concludes with a 
section on different prayer temperaments. 
Chapter 4 is a full description of the project 
development. Information is shared about the process 
used to plan the retreat and various checklists and 
questionnaires are presented, along with a retreat 
schedule. 
Chapter 5 describes the retreat event in full 
detail. A breakdown of participation from the various 
campus ministry units and the different personality 
types is given. This chapter also shows how the 
various personality types are related to prayer 
temperaments. The concluding section of the chapter 
deals with a worship service which was developed, using 
the different prayer temperaments as a guide. 
Chapter 6 is a reflection and evaluation of the 
retreat. While the overall rating of the retreat was 
positive, suggestions are made to improve this model of 
spiritual formation. The questionnaires are evaluated 
and student responses are given. Several adjustments 
are suggested to make the retreat model more effective. 
Chapter 7 looks at the effectiveness of this 
project/retreat and offers specific suggestions to 
campus ministry units to improve their efforts in 
spiritual formation. A major accomplishment of the 
retreat was the simple awareness of how different we 
are in personality, yet still connected to God and each 
other through creation. 
The Appendix contains copies of the various 
handouts that were used for the retreat. 
The Bibliography lists the resources used for the 
retreat, along with numerous resources which were 
consulted over the long process of developing, 
implementing, and evaluating this project/dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
The Nature and Scope of the Project/Dissertation 
Purpose 
The purpose of this dissertation is to examine 
how one effort toward understanding the crisis facing 
campus ministry can be addressed through a 
project/retreat designed to increase college students' 
awareness of spiritual formation. The project/retreat 
was designed to be a self-contained program. 
Problem Statement 
1 
Campus ministry is no longer enjoying the support 
it did a few years ago. The reasons are many and 
varied, but in a large part can be explained as 
"surrender" of mission to the university campus. 
Several mainline denominations are declining in 
membership and financial resources. The tendency is to 
retreat and cut any ministry which may seem expendable. 
Because of a residue of campus ministry images from the 
1960's and the current image of self-centered college 
students, church leaders and laity are questioning the 
current status of this ministry. 
2 
Because of the confusion surrounding this 
specialized type of ministry, it is important to offer 
programs and methods which will help identify and 
strengthen the spiritual formation processes of today's 
college students. This project/retreat is one attempt 
to address this problem. 
Assumptions 
I am making several basic assumptions in this 
dissertation. First, I am taking an advocacy role for 
the function and mission of campus ministry. While I 
want to be fully aware of the legitimate criticism of 
campus ministry, I believe strongly in this specialized 
ministry. I believe that the mission of campus 
ministry to college students and the secular university 
has a significant role to play in the future of the 
church. 
Secondly, I also assume a basic commitment to the 
Christian faith and the processes of spiritual 
formation that take place in a Christian's life. I 
realize that while there are differences of 
interpretation as to how this formation occurs, the 
spiritual formation of college students is a primary 
focus of this dissertat~on. I also believe this should 
be a primary goal and function of every campus ministry 
unit. 
3 
Finally, I also assume a basic understanding of 
the link between our human psychological development 
and the processes of spiritual formation. The purpose 
of this dissertation is not to discuss this connection 
but, to show how our understanding of human personality 
type relates to our understanding of spiritual 
formation. 
Limitations 
This dissertation is not an exhaustive review of 
psychological development, Jungian typology, 
Myers-Briggs personality theory, or all of the 
principles influencing spiritual formation. I will 
not attempt to promote one theory over that of another 
theory. In fact, I believe that there are several good 
points that can be gleaned from all of these 
disciplines. My hope is to provide one example of how 
an intentional effort at spiritual formation can 
strengthen campus ministry. 
Shape of the Dissertation 
The shape of the dissertation follows a logical 
progression. The first order is to establish a basic 
foundation and understanding of the crisis facing 
campus ministry and the conditions of this ministry on 
the campus of the University of Tennessee - Martin. I 
will then focus on the need to conduct a retreat event 
and how to develop one. A revie~ of related literature, 
4 
journals, and databases will be reported. The 
foundation for the project/retreat will be developed in 
Chapter 3. This chapter will deal with the 
relationship between psychology and spirituality. 
Chapter 3 will look at the relationship between soul 
and spirit, a biblical doctrine of humankind, a 
biblical anthropology, connecting psychology and 
spirituality, the uniqueness of creation, and how all 
of this provides a foundation for understanding prayer 
temperaments. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 will deal with the 
retreat event in full detail. Chapter 7 offers a 
summary to the broader issues affecting campus 
ministry. A simple outline of the dissertation is: 
Broad Overview of Campus Ministry Chp. 1 
Review of Related Literature Chp. 2 
Theological Reflection Chp. 3 
Retreat Planning 
The Retreat Event 
Chp. 4 
Chp. 5 
Analysis of the Retreat Chp. 6 
Concluding Chapter - The Next Step - Chp. 7 
Campus Ministry at the University of Tennessee - Martin 
"Campus ministry today is in shambles. 
It has lost its aim. It is not responding to 
new structures in higher education. It has 
isolated itself from the local church. Campus 
ministers have become 'lone rangers' who 
carry the total burden of the ministry on 
their own shoulders. If they succeed, 
they're praised. If they fail, they are 
highly criticized."l 
It does not take long to realize that campus 
ministry is facing a difficult future. There are even 
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some people within the_Church who question its validity 
as a ministry. Some of this opposition comes from 
those whose see campus ministry as an unnecessary 
expense or simply a place to put ministers who cannot 
make it in the pastoral ministry. The greatest 
temptation is just to look at a few figures about 
attendance at various campus ministry functions 
and come up with some very simple, and incorrect, 
conclusions about the state of such ministry. 
I was appointed as the Director of the Interfaith 
Center, an ecumenical campus ministry unit at the 
University of Tennessee - Martin, in June of 1987. UT 
Martin is located in the northwestern corner of 
Tennessee and caters to the students of this rural 
region. The University of Tennessee - Martin has a 
strong academic program and draws students from the 
entire state. 
I came to campus ministry after spending seventeen 
years in the pastoral ministry. Because of problems 
lHallman, W.E., ed. Challenge of the Community 
College to the Church. Valley Forge: United 
Ministries, 1980, 101. 
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with the previous director, the Interfaith Center was 
in need of strong, organized leadership. 
This chapter will give an overview of campus 
ministry, especially as it is being lived on the 
campus of the University of Tennessee - Martin. After 
two and a half years in this appointment, I can see the 
possibilities for significant ministry and also 
appreciate the concerns raised by many of the critics 
of this ministry. Looking at campus ministry from an 
anthropological perspective allows one to avoid the 
ever present trap of short sightedness and simplistic 
solutions. Campus ministry is a genuine ministry to 
the students attending our institutions of higher 
learning. Any attempt to dilute this ministry will 
adversely affect the church's witness. 
Today's College Student 
There is no question the college student of today 
is different from the college student of even a 
few years ago. College protest and social agendas have 
been replaced by excessive alcohol and drug abuse and 
a general concern for individual rights instead of any 
concept of social justice. 
While they do have similarities with past genera-
tions of students, the average student of today is: 
* self-concerned and me-oriented 
* non-ideological 
* disenchanted with politics 
* moderate in political attitudes 
* liberal in social attitudes 
* weak in basic skills 
* career-oriented 
* competitive 
* diverse in lifestyles and background 
* pessimistic about the future of the 
country 
* optimistic about his/her individual 
futures 
* interested in material success 
* friendly and pleasant 
* pragma tic % 
Students on the college campus today are also 
different from the students of the 1960s and 1970s. 
Today's student is older, less socially motivated, 
often training for a specific occupation, and does not 
look for the university and its organizations to give 
them social identity. 
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The University of Tennessee - Martin is known as a 
"suitcase" campus. This reputation is consistent with 
college life across the nation. "Today, the experience 
of 'going away to college' is the exception, rather 
than the norm. At older, traditional residential 
colleges, the percentage of commuters has increased 
dramatically. Consider the following percentages: 
* 75% of students commute. 
* 56% of all full time students live at home. 
* College is no longer the providence of a small 
privileged group, and it is not only for the 
young. 
%Alden, Betsy and Neinast, Helen. eds. Church 
and Campus Ministry. Nashville: Board of Higher 
Education and Campus Ministry, 1986, 25. 
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* 38% of 17-22 year olds are enrolled in college. 
* 33% of all college students are over 
twenty-five years old." 3 
What I Found at the University 
of Tennessee - Martin 
The students I found at the Interfaith Center were 
well entrenched. They had formed as a rather large 
group during their Freshman year, and I now faced 
twelve Seniors who had a definite idea of how things 
should be done. The Interfaith Center had become just 
another group on campus meeting the psychological, 
emotional and communal needs of the participating 
students, but not involved in much ministry to the 
university. When I learned I was appointed to campus 
ministry, I only had a small hint of the problems I 
would soon face. 
Typical problems were: 
1. The previous campus minister had left the 
Interfaith Center and the ministry during the middle of 
the school year. 
2. The organizational structure of the Interfaith 
Center was far from efficient. The students had 
pulled a silent coup and had taken control of the 
Center. There was a great deal of resistance to my 
leadership when I first arrived. 
3Ibid., 57. 
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I realized I would need time to change the 
direction of the Center and I would need to be cautious 
in my approach. I started by improving the physical 
image of the Center. I cleaned up messes that had been 
left for months, mopped floors, and shared the "vision" 
of the Center as often as I could, not only with the 
students, but also with ministers and conference 
leaders. 
3. While the students were initially resistant to 
change, they began to see I really had their best 
interests at heart. They had genuine feelings of 
betrayal, not only from the previous director, but from 
the way my appointment was handled. They were 
justified in their concern for the Center. 
Campus ministry at the University of Tennessee -
Martin has enjoyed a congenial relationship with the 
university administration and support staff. There 
seems to be a policy which has developed over time that 
recognizes the mutual responsibility each segment has 
to offer to the life of the students. 
This is not to say problems do not exist. The 
most obvious and difficult issue to address seems to be 
the need for a common understanding and appreciation 
for the role of the campus ministry. There are three 
recognized campus ministry units at the University of 
Tennesse"e - Martin. The Interfaith Center, which is an 
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ecumenical ministry of United Methodist, Roman 
Catholic, Presbyterian U.S.A., and Episcopal churches; 
the Baptist Student Union; and the Church of Christ 
Student Center. While these units are given a time to 
"promote" campus ministry during the First-year Student 
Studies Week, ~he units are not given much input into 
the rest of university life. 
Nevertheless, the University of Tennessee-Martin 
has been very supportive and open to campus ministry. 
All of the campus ministry units take advantage 
of this openness and present a united front in our 
ministry to the college population. The different 
campus ministry units organize to promote religious 
development generally and do not fall into the 
temptation of trying to compete with each other. 
Student Religious Preference 
In order to gain a better picture of the 
possibilities of campus ministry at the University of 
Tennessee - Martin, the following breakdown of student 
religious preference is presented. These figures are 
based on the 1988 Fall Semester. It is important to 
remember that students voluntarily report this 
information, so the numbers do not reflect total 
enrollment nor accurately make some distinctions in 
church denominations i.e., Church of God. 
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Church Preference Resident Commuter 
Assembly of God 
Baptist 
Catholic 
Christian 
Church of Christ 
Church of God 
Church of the Nazarene 
Cumberland Presbyterian 
Episcopal 
Evangelical and Reformed 
Jewish/Hebrew 
Latter Day Saints 
Lutheran 
Methodist 
Mus lim 
Presbyterian USA 
Presbyterian 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Unitarian/Universalist 
Other Protestant 
Other Religion 
None 
Total 
15 
798 
112 . 
23 
150 
14 
3 
8 
20 
1 
3 
3 
15 
260 
5 
1 
67 
1 
1 
19 
18 
367 
1,905 
Grand Total 
10 
476 
84 
19 
139 
4 
1 
6 
10 
1 
1 
4 
12 
191 
9 
2 
47 
2 
o 
19 
6 
405 
1,448 
3,353 4 
The University of Tennessee - Martin also hosts a 
large number of international students. While many of 
these students are on campus for only a few months, the 
Interfaith Student Center has made a deliberate effort 
to be in ministry to these students. A breakdown of 
the students reveals th~ following countries of 
citizenship: 
Iran - 2 
Jordan - 9 
Saudi A. - 30 
Kuwait -
Syria -
Egypt -
14 
7 
5 
4Computer Search. "Student Religious Preference." 
University of Tennessee - Martip Computer Center. 
Martin, Tennessee, 9 August 1988. 
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Vzla. - 2 Japan - 38 
Canada - 2 Korea - 30 
Honduras 
- 9 Thailand - 3 
Ecuador - 2 Malaysia - 3 
Brazil - 1 Indonesia - 4 
Pakistan - 2 Lebanon - 6 
Hong Kong - 1 India - 1 
Panama - 2 Mexico - 2 
Sri Lanka - 1 Finland - 1 
Singapore - 1 Iraq - 2 
Un. Ar. Em. - 1 Germany - 1 
Sweden - 1 Peru - 1 
El Salvador - 1 Guinea Bizad- 2 
Costa Rica - 1 
Total 188 5 
While this may not seem like a large number of 
international students, remember that the University of 
Tennessee - Martin is located in a rural section of 
Northwestern Tennessee. I believe the international 
students add a much needed cultural diversity to the 
campus. These students provide the campus an 
opportunity to learn about different cultures and 
faiths. 
In looking at the student religious preference 
information above, the following conclusions can be 
made. 
1. The largest religious preference groups 
(Baptist, Church of Christ, and United Methodist) have 
campus ministry units. 
5Ibid, "International Students."~ 7 September 
1989. 
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2. There is a broad representation of different 
religious preferences on campus. While there are some 
parachurch organizations on campu's, ie. Sunrise, 
Vineynrd, and Young Life, these groups do not seem to 
be very strong. 
3. Twenty-three percent of the student body had 
registered no religious preference. Remember, this is 
just from the students who took the time to write, 
"None." This is surprising for a college campus 
located in the Bible Belt. While it is not unusual for 
students to avoirl checking religious preferences, these 
figures do point to a need for more intentional 
evangelism on campus. 
4. The significant number of international 
students presents a genuine opportunity for cross 
cultural ministry. The Interfaith Center has made 
significant progress in ministering to this segment of 
the college population. 
I wish all the campus ministry units could reach 
just a small part of the students identified with the 
various churches. The different campus ministry units 
are reaching students, but not on any broad scale. 
A Specialized Ministry 
In looking at ministry on the campus, it is 
important to remember t~e differences in theological 
positions and how this affects the tolerance and 
14 
diversity each unit would allow in its student groups. 
In many ways, the Interfaith Center will have to 
struggle to maintain more partici~ation because we 
have n more "open interpretation" about faith matters. 
While this has its drawbacks, it is also a point 
of strength we need to recognize and advertise to the 
campus. The Interfaith Center has a firm foundation of 
religious faith and belief, but we permit more 
interpretation of this foundation. 
The main problem with the Interfaith Center was 
that the message of "acceptance and diversity" was not 
being communicated to the college community or to the 
district and conference churches. Hence, a negative 
image was being projected by the Center. As I worked 
to improve the physical image of the Center, I also 
demanded we produce a higher quality of material to 
tell our story to the campus and the churches. This 
was a central ingredient in my plan to create a better 
image for the Center. 
Conference Study 
The Memphis Conference of the United Methodist 
Church is in the process of studying the effectiveness 
of campus ministry in our conference. It has been a 
long process which has sought to have input from all of 
the various factors in the conference: Conference Board 
of Higher Education and Campus Ministry, Local Campus 
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Ministry Boards, Ministers of United Methodist Churches 
located close to campus ministry units, and campus 
ministers themselves. This report,G to be published in 
June of 1990, highlight~ several different concerns 
facing campus ministry. Among the issues raised in 
this report are: 
1. For the most part, campus ministry's 
effectiveness is being judged by the same yardstick 
used to measure ministry in the local church. People 
want to look at "bottomline" statistics of attendance 
and money raised to judge campus ministry's effective-
ness. This yardstick does not work in the local 
church, much less campus ministryo 
2. Many people misjudge the activities that take 
place in campus ministry~ Campus ministry is often 
judged as hedonistic, dealing with people who are not 
serious about life. An important point to remember is 
that our "pizza party" is just as important as the 
monthly "potluck" dinner in the local church. Both are 
efforts to build community. 
3. Some people still judge campus ministry from 
the perspective of the 1960's and 70's. Student 
protest is a thing of the past. Issues of war, 
6Ripski, J. Michael. Campus Ministry Subcommit-
tee Report to the Memphis Annual Conference Study 
Committee, 28 November 1989. 
justice, peace, social awareness are not on the minds 
of most college students. The radicals are gone and 
student protest is dead on most campuses. In fact, a 
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major mission of campus ministry should be the 
encouragement of more student involvement in these 
crucial issues. For example, racism is still present 
on the college campus, and campus ministry units have a 
unique opportunity to address this and other issues. 
4. Others believe that campus ministry is too 
independent and not tied as close to the local church 
as it should be. This reflects an attitude of looking 
at the college campus as something that ~hould be 
benefiting the local church, instead of seeing the 
local church's responsibility to minister to all of the 
students on the college campus. The direction of 
ministry is at stake. Does the church view the campus 
as a mission field or just as a resource for the local 
church? 
5. Some criticize the work schedule of the campus 
minister as being different from that of the local 
church pastor. While local pastors often enjoy 
relatively stable congregations, campus ministers are 
constantly facing an ever changing student group. 
Leadership development is a constant agenda item for 
campus ministers. It is also important to realize that 
students will only participate if they desire. 
College students have no social, traditional, or 
cultural pressure to be a part of a campus ministry 
unit. 
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6. Unfortunately, campus ministry is being judged 
as less than valuable by the ever increasing number of 
ministers who have entered the ministry as a second 
career. Some of these ministers have had little 
exposure to campus ministry and therefore do not 
appreciate its ministry. 
7. Like some mainline denominations, the United 
Methodist Church is a "graying" church whose member-
ship no longer has any direct contact with college 
students or the college campus. This loss of contact 
contributes to the isolation campus ministry is 
experiencing. 
8. Many local churches view specialized minis-
tries and "appointments beyond the local church" with a 
great deal of suspicion. The gap between community and 
educational institutions has always existed. After 
serving in two university communities, I can definitely 
testify to the gap between "town" and "gown" in these 
communities. 
9. Campus ministers have created some of his/her 
own problems by inappropriate professional and private 
behavior. The past mistakes of some campus ministers 
continue to haunt the present work of other campus 
ministers. It is ironic that campus ministry enjoys 
anonymity when the ministry is doing well and confer-
ence-wide scrutiny when problems exist. 
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10. Campus ministry is often judged as leading 
college students away from the traditional faith of the 
church. Many times students report the liberal 
attitudes they find at a campus ministry to his/her 
local pastor. This creates a misunderstanding about 
the role of campus ministry in spiritual formation. 
The proper function of campus ministry is to challenge 
the faith of stucents and encourage them to grow, just 
as they are growing in his/her intellectual and 
academic skills. The Conference Study Committee 
has done an effective job at listing many of the 
problems facing campus ministry in the Memphis 
Conference. 
A Program for Spiritual Formation 
During my ministry, I have become increasingly 
aware of how one's personality is in interaction with 
one's spiritual identity. Much of this awareness comes 
from my own struggle to claim a spirituality which was 
true to my own inner being. I well remember my 
efforts to imitate the spirituality of others and the 
hollow feelings I experienced. I soon realized I would 
have to come to a bettel' understanding of my own 
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personality before I could ever develop a spiritual 
identity which would be genuine. 
Much of my concern for the spiritual lives of 
college students comes from the awareness of how my 
religious faith offered me a sense of stability and 
direction in my own life. I would like the young people 
involved in our United Methodist campus ministry units 
to experience the same sense of security my faith has 
given to me. 
The purpose for this project is a desire to 
help define, explain, and encourage students to 
understand how his/her personality type affects 
his/her individual program of spiritual formation, 
which includes prayer, meditation, and scripture 
reading. 
The administration of the Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator (MBTI)7 provides a good profile of student's 
personality type. The profiles give a better 
understanding of the types of students attending the 
Interfaith Center. 
The Retreat Model 
After becoming aware of the issues involved in 
personality types and the processes of spiritual 
7Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, Center for 
Application of Psychological TYPe, Inc., 2720 N.W. 6th 
St., Gainsville, Florida. 
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formation, .1 studied the possibilities of developing a 
retreat to allow a controlled setting in which to 
administer the MBTI. The MBTI would provide a way to 
learn the basic personality traits of the students 
involved in the retreat. This information could then 
be used to guide the students to better understand some 
of the unique processes involved in his/her own 
spiritual growth. A major portion of the time was used 
to discuss the disciplines of prayer, meditation, and 
the use of scripture. An analysis of this event would 
provide valuable insights into the types of students 
involved in campus ministry. The results of this 
retreat can be used by campus ministry staff to gain 
insights into the development of possible programming. 
Furthermore, students can gain self understanding of 
the processes of spiritual formation and have an 
exposure to a wide variety of devotional resources. 
I discussed the possibilities of this type of 
retreat with the campus ministers of the Wesley 
Foundations at Murray state University and Memphis 
State University. They agreed to allow me to conduct 
this retreat during the weekend of September 15, 16, 
and 17, 1989. We held the retreat at Lakeshore 
Assembly, the campground of the Memphis Conference of 
the United Methodist Church. This would be a Friday 
evening to Sunday noon event, which permitted ten 
hours of instructional time. 
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It was realistic to expect between twenty-five and 
forty students to participate in the retreat. Since 
the students were coming from three different campus 
ministry units, an analysis of the profiles of the MBTI 
allowed for discussion of different personality 
type comparisons, and it would also indicate the 
differences between students, campus ministry units, 
denominational loyalties, male/female, and campus 
ministry staff. This retreat also focused on develop-
ing the students' awareness of his/her own spiritual 
identity and the various components of prayer, 
meditation, and scripture reading which contribute to 
this discipline. 
I used several different methods to communicate 
the principles of psychological type and spiritual 
formation during the retreat. While the first order of 
the retreat was to administer the MBTI, I also used 
videos, study sessions, reflection groups, awareness 
techniques and worship experiences. 
It should also be noted that discovering one's 
personality type would be of interest to many people 
and would use basic curiosity about self to open doors 
of self discovery. Since many college students are 
seeking insights into his/her lives, the study of 
personality type offers a good opportunity for 
reflection. 
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For the individual student, an important result 
of this retreat would be the knowledge of how one's 
personality type allowed a person to experience freedom 
and growth in his/her spiritual life, including a 
better appreciation for the disciplines of prayer, 
meditation, and scripture reading. Because of this 
knowledge, students would be given an opportunity to 
broaden his/her spiritual perspectives. Students 
would be able to see that God wants us to experience 
our spirituality in correlation with our personality. 
Once we understand this relationship, we would be free 
to make the commitments needed to live a Christian life 
which is faithful to Christ's call. 
Research Methodology 
I will use the Descriptive Model of research in 
this project. This model will allow me to identify and 
study the issues of personality type and spiritual 
formation as it affects campus ministry in the Memphis 
Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church. The 
analytical portion of my research will be the analysis 
of the MBTI of the students involved in the retreat. 
This will provide an opportunity to see the 
similarities and differences between the students of 
the various campus ministry units. 
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I believe when we separate psychological 
development from spiritual formation in one's life, a 
breakdown in inner direction and conviction often 
results in our lives. While psychological insights 
play an important role in a student's educational 
process, spiritual formation is seen by too many 
students as simply being baptized and joining the local 
church. 
Campus ministry is a place where students often 
begin to question and express the inner conflicts 
between his/her personality and spirituality. I 
believe this is why campus ministry units have a unique 
opportunity to help college students deal with the 
tension between his/her psychological temperament and 
the need for spiritual formation in his/her lives. 
This project is a unique opportunity to address these 
issues and to offer guidelines to college student for 
his/her spiritual development. 
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CHAPTER 2 
A Review of Related Literature 
Interest in spiritual formation is growing and 
many efforts are being made to relate spiritual 
formation with psychological temperament. The 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator,l based on Jungian 
typology, is one attempt to understand the differences 
in people. 
People are different in basic ways. 
They want different things; they have 
different motives, purposes, aims, values, 
needs, drives, impulses, urges. Nothing is 
more fundamental than that. They believe 
differently; they think, conceptualize, 
perceive, understand, comprehend, and 
cogi tate differently. "2 
I have used the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 
(MBTI) as the personality inventory instrument for this 
research. The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is a valid 
model to learn the basic personality type of 
individuals. This instrument gives the following 
lMyers-Briggs Type Indicator. Palo Alto, 
California: Consult~ng Psychologists Press, 1987. 
tKeirsey, David and Bates, Marilyn. Please 
Understarid Me. Del Mar: Prometheus Nemesis Book Co., 
1984, 2. 
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characteristics: Extraversion and Introversion, Sensing 
and Intuition, Thinking and Feeling, and Perceiving and 
Judging. The use of the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 
will permit a temperament profile to be developed using 
Keirseyan Temperament Theory. 
There are several distinct differences between 
Keirseyan Temperament Theory and the Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator. The booklet, Introduction to Temperament,S 
gives a good overview of these differences. 
A commonly held view of Keirsey's 
approach is that it is just another way to 
group the scales of the MBTI. The difference 
is actually greater and deeper than that. 
Some of the basic assumptions about the 
nature of the universe are diffe~ent in each 
theory. 
One of the primary differences is in 
how the theories divide the universe of 
people. Myers divided the universe of 
people first into extroverts and introverts 
and then looked at how each operated in the 
outer or innerworlds ••• Keirsey divided the 
universe of people first into schizoid and 
cycloid, and then divided each into two 
subgroups. 
Another difference lies in the basic 
theoretical perspective of each theory. 
The functions in oung/Myers Type Theory 
are constructs of hypothesized mental 
processes presumably explanatory of 
. Th" t t " observed actIons. e emperamen s 
are also constructs j not of mental 
processes, but of activity patterns. 
The Jung/Myers conception is said to be 
"dynamic," and as such the faculties, 
3Giovannoni, Louise C., Ber~ns, Linda. and Cooper, 
Sue A. introduction to Temperament. Telos 
Publications, Huntingt~n Beach, California, 1987. 
functions or parts have energy of his/her 
own and are thought to combine, interact 
or even change. Keirsey's conception is 
static, yet holistic, the whole have a 
uniting theme which persists from birth 
through death. Jung/Myers Type Theory, 
as it is used, is a dynamic parts model, 
which posits basic psychological "attitudes" 
and "functions" which can be consciously 
manipulated. Keirseyan Temperament Theory 
is a systematic model which focuses on the 
configuration of the whole. The first is 
reductionist, the second, holistic.". 
A word of caution does need to be mentioned. 
Human existence and personality are much more dynamic 
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than any personality inventory. We react and interact 
with the world around us. Therefore, we must not fall 
into the temptation of labeling people and thinking 
that we know his/her lives ard hearts because of this 
type of information. We must recognize the divine 
nature of human existence and that God does change and 
direct a person's life without regard to temperament 
profiles. 
Limits of study 
I have not make an attempt to cover all the 
material related to Myers-Briggs, personality type and 
temperament, and prayer temperament in this chapter. 
My primary goal is to shew the reader the basic 
material used to develop my project/retreat and to 
offer a basic list of resources. The reader should 
4 Ibid., 13-14. 
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keep in mind that my main objective was to give the 
students a basic understanding of. personality type and 
prayer temperament. I was not trying to provide an 
overview or understanding of Jungian typology at this 
retreat. 
The Bibliography at the end of this dissertation 
lists many references which will give the reader 
numerous resources to develop a more comprehensive 
understanding of personality type theory. 
Primary Resources for Jungian-Myers Personality Type 
Theory and Keirseyan Temperament Theory 
For the purposes of this project/retreat, I used 
these primary resources. Th~ books listed below, give 
a general overview of personality type, prayer 
temperament, and the connections between these two 
disciplines. While it is not my intention to provide 
an exhaustive analysis of this material, I will provide 
a short annotation of each resource. 
Gifts Differing. 5 
This is the basic textbook of Myers-Briggs 
Indicator Type. This volume gives an overview of 
personality type and how the inventory was developed. 
A detailed discussion of the various preferences is 
supplied, with information of how these preferences 
5Isabel Briggs Myers, Gifts Differing. Palo 
Alto, California: Consrlting Psychologists Press, 1980. 
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interact with one another. Chapters in the book deal 
with Theory, Effects of the Preferences on Personality, 
Practical Implications of Type, and Dynamics of Type 
Development. Especially helpful are sections on 
obstacles to type development and how to use the 
knowledge of one's type in various areas of life. This 
book is basic to any understanding of the Myers-Briggs 
Indicator Type and its use. 
Psychological Types. 6 
Psychological Types is one of Jung's most 
important works. In this work Jung gives general 
descriptions of the various types and definitions of 
the principal psychological roncepts behind the various 
types. Jung draws from a variety of sources: including 
literature, aesthetics, religion, and philosophy. Jung 
spent nearly twenty years writing this book, and his 
efforts are evident. While this is not an easy book to 
read, it is basic to any understanding of Jungian 
typology. 
From Image to Likeness1 
"From Image to Likeness correlates Carl Jung's 
psychological types with Gospel themes and Christian 
6Jung, C. G. Psychological Types. Princeton, 
New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1971. 
1Grant, Harold G., Thompson~ Mag3ala & Clark,. 
Thomas E. From Image to Likeness. New York: Paul 1st 
Press, 1983. 
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values."8 The authors use the catagories of 
Myers-Briggs and help the reader see how our use of 
these categories help us relate to God and to each 
other. This volume is basic to gaining a better 
understanding of our existence and of the gifts we have 
to offer God and the rest of creation. It is impo~tant 
to know that this volume does not deal with Keirsey's 
interpretation of personality. From Image to Likeness 
is a book which explores Jungian psychology from a 
Christian perspective. 
Primary Resources for Studies of Prayer/Spirituality 
and Type/Temperament 
People Types and Tiger Stripe~.9 
This book, gives a basic explanation of how 
personality type is used in the learning processes. 
While this book is written primarily for educators and 
teachers, those in the religious professions will find 
this material helpful. The book gives several 
different exercises that can be used to help facilitate 
the learning process. 
Topics of the book include: understanding type 
concepts, recognizing your own type behavior, using 
8Ibid, Backcover 
9Lawrence Gordon. People Types and Tiger Stripes: 
A Practical Guide to Learning Styles. Gainsville, 
Florida: Center for the Application of Psychological 
Type, 1982. 
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type as a way of identifying learning styles in 
students, recognizing type biases in school 
expectations and procedures, planning instruction for 
the various types, and finding ways to help all 
students make the most of the assets of his/her type 
(using strengths to strengthen weaknesses). 
Please Understand Me. 10 
In this book, Keirsey and Bates construct the 
bridge between personality type and personality 
temperament. As stated earlier in this chapter, there 
are distinct differences between these two approaches 
to personality theory. The authors deal with 
personality theory in relationships, children, and 
leadership. They also provide an insightful analysis 
of each of the sixteen types. This book is widely used 
and gives many people his/her first awareness of 
Myers-Briggs. The book also contains a Keirsey 
Temperament Sorter to give the reader the ability to 
have a basic awareness of his/her temperament. This 
book is important to understanding personality type and 
temperament. 
lOKeirsey, David and Bates, Marilyn. Please 
Understand Me~ Del Mar, California: Prometheus 
Nemesis Press~ 1978. 
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Celebrate, My Soul. tt 
This volume is one of the latest books to use 
personality type, personality temperament and biblical 
imagery to give the reader an awareness of how 
personality influences, and possibly directs, Christian 
faith and commitment. In a world, including the 
Christian world, where conformity is constantly 
being encouraged, this book allows the reader to 
understand how our personality is a gift from God and 
needs to be developed instead of denied. The 
classification of the various types with biblical 
characters gives the Christian added impetus to learn 
more about his/her personality. The author also 
provides exercises and learning experiments for the 
reader to use at the end of each chapter. While it 
would be difficult to use this book on a short weekend 
retreat, it is an excellent resource for an extended 
study. 
I1Johnson, Reginald. Celebrate, My Soul. Wheaton, 
Ilinois: Victor Books, 1988. 
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Prayer & Temperament: Different Prayer Forms for 
Different Personality Types1 ! 
These two authors bridge the connection between 
personality temperament and prayer temperament. The 
authors show how different personality types will be 
influenced and helped by participating in different 
prayer forms. This volume provides an excellent 
history of how personality temperament has affected 
Christian spirituality. The four primary prayer 
temperaments of Ignatian, Augustinian, Franciscan, and 
Thomistic Prayer are discussed in length and prayer 
suggestions follow each section. This is a basic book 
for learning about prayer tem~eraments. 
God's Gifted People13 
Harbaugh has written a helpful book that explores 
the connection between human personality and our 
spiritual personality gifts. Chapters include: What 
Kinds of Personality Gifts Are There?, The Gift of 
Practicality, The Gift of Personal Helpfulness, The 
Gift of Possibilities for People, The Gift of Looking 
Ahead, and Havin~ Gifts That Differ ••• Let Us Use 
l%Michael, Chester P. and Norrisey, Marie Ce 
Prayer and Temperament: Different Prayer Froms for 
Different Personality Types. Charlottesville, 
Virginia: The Open Door, Inc., 1984. 
13Harbaugh, Gary L. God's Gifted People. 
Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1988. 
Them. Harbaugh uses the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 
and Holy Scripture to establish a-matrix which will 
guide the reader to a better self-understanding. 
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These books give a good overview of the 
Myers-Briggs, Keirsey's Temperament, and the intercon-
nection with spiritual formation and prayere 
The information used for the project/retreat did 
not come from anyone book or author. I endeavored to 
glean material from several different sources. The 
volumes listed above provide a basic resource for 
this type of retreat. 
An important source for material related to 
Myers-Briggs and personality iype is the catalog from 
The Center for Applications of Psychological Type 
(CAPT), located in Gainsville, Florida. This catalog 
listed many r~sources and handouts that can be used for 
various retreats and learning experiences. The 
handouts related to religious themes are especially 
helpful. Anyone wanting to learn more about Myers-
Briggs and personality type should consult this 
resource guide. 
Journals and Databases 
There are several journals which would be of 
interest to anyone wanting to learn more about 
personality theory and its related fields. I would 
recommend the following journal~: Journal of Psycholog-
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ical Type,14 Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology,1S Journal of Personality,lG Review of 
Religious Research,17 Religious Education,18 and Review 
for Religious. 19 These journals offer good insights 
into the current developments concerning personality 
theory. It will not be difficult to locate reference 
material for this type of project. However, I did 
discover that there was not much information concerning 
the particular topic I had chosen for my 
project/retreat. 
14Center for Application of Psychological Type, 
Gainsville, Florida. 
15American Psychological Association, Inc., 1400 
North Uhle Street, Arlington, Virginia 22201. 
16Duke University Press, Box 6697 College Station, 
Durham, North Carolina 27708. 
17Review of Religious Research, 108 Marist Hall, 
Catholic University of America, Washington, DC 20064. 
18Religious Education Association, 409 Prospect 
Street, New Haven, Connecticut 06511-2177. 
19Review for Religious-Catholics, P.o. Box 6070, 
Duluth, MN 55802. 
A survey of this journal for the past ten years 
revealed several important articles. For example: 
"Jungian Typology and Christian Spirituality" by Robert 
A. Repicky, C.S.B., Vol. 40, 1981 and "Jungian Types 
and Forms· of Prayer," by Thomas E. Clarke, Sept.-Oct., 
1983. Anyone doing research in this area should 
consul t these. journal s. 
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Religious Publications 
I found the following Religious Publications to be 
helpful in planning my project/retreat: Praying,%O 
Spiritual Life,%1 and Weavings.%% I did not find any 
one article that gave me a step-by-step guide for 
planning my project/retreat. Most of the articles in 
these publications offered general insights in the 
areas of spirituality and the processes of spiritual 
formation. 
I believe that this project/retreat is one of the 
few documented efforts to bring personality theory, 
prayer temperament and college studen~s involved in 
campus ministry together for a structured learning 
retreat. 
To gain a clearer understanding of the material 
that might h&ve already been available, I conducted 
three database searches. The first database search was 
20Praying, National Catholic Reporter Publishing 
Company, Inc., 115 East Armour Boulevard, Kansas City, 
Missouri 64111. 
%lSpiritual Lif~, Washington Provin~e of the 
Discalced Carmelite Friars, Inc., 2131 LIncoln Rd., 
N.E., Washington, D.C. 20002-1199. 
ttWeavings, The Upper Room, 1908 Grand Avenue, 
P.O. Box 189~ Nashville, Tenne~see 37202. 
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of the Religion Index. t3 This database search yielded 
little direct references to persoriality type and 
spiritual formation and/or prayer temperament. I made 
several different cross references, i.e. Myers-Briggs 
Type Indicatorj Personality Type, College Students and 
Personality, Spiritual Formation and Personality, 
Student Religious Life and Personality, and Temperament 
and Personality and found few references that 
specifically applied to my chosen topic. I did not 
find any citations for these references: Jungian 
Typology and MBTI, Campus Ministry and Personality, 
Church Work with Students and Persona~ity, Chaplains, 
University, College and Personality, and Young Adults 
and Personality. It should be noted there is much 
material from a psychological perspective about 
Myers-Briggs. I did not find any direct references 
from this database search which would help me develop 
my retreat model. 
%3Religion Index. American Theological Library 
Association, Chicago, Illinois. January 24, 1989. 
Religion Index provides indexing and abstrac~s 
to articles from over two hundred journals, and 
indexing for over three hundred multiple author works. 
The journal literature covers church history, biblical 
literature, theology, history of religions, and 
sociology and psycho~ogy of religion, as well as 
related areas in the humanities, social sciences, and 
current events. Book reviews are also indexed. 
Multiple·author works include Festschriften, collected 
essays, proceedings, irregular series, and other 
publications .on religion and tl.~ology. 
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My second search was of the Dissertation Abstracts 
Onl ine, 24 The Dissertation Abstracts Online revealed a 
few dissertations that made some use of Myers-Briggs 
material. However, none of the dissertations directly 
related to college students, retreats, or prayer 
temperaments. I found the following citations: 
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 239 Citations 
Jungian Typology 31 Citations 
MBTI and Jungian Typology 7 Citations 
I did not find any references for the following 
categories: MBTI and Campus Ministry, MBTI and 
Spiritual Formation, Temperament and Campus Ministry, 
and Temperament and Spiritual Formation. 
Z4Dissertation Abstracts Online. University 
Microfilms International, Ann Arbor, Michigan. January 
24, 1989. 
Dissertation Abstracts Online is a definitive 
subject title and author guide to virtually every , . 
American dissertation accepted at an accredIted 
instituion since 1861, when academic doctoral degrees 
were first granted in the United States. In addition, 
citations for thousands of Canadian dissertations and 
an increasing number of papers accepted abroad are 
included in the database. Professional and honorary 
degrees are not accepted. All subject areas are 
covered. Abstracts are included for a large majority 
of the degree.s granted after J&:-luary 1980. 
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My third database search was of PsycINFO!& 
(formerly Psychological Abstracts). In the PsycINFO 
database the following citations were found: 
Campus Ministry 3 Citations 
MBTI, Col. Stud. , Jungian Psy. 2 Citations 
Personality and Spirituality 32 Citations 
Spiritual Formation and Personality 
- 3 Citations 
Spirituality and College Students 5 Citations 
Jungian Psy. and College Students 25 Citations 
Jungian Psy./Col. Stud./Per.Traits 9 Citations 
Jungian Psy. and Spirituality 8 Citations 
There were no citations for: MBTI Rnd Spiritual 
Formation, MBTI and Spirituality, Personality/ 
Spirituality/College Students, Spiritual Formation and 
Temperament, Spiritual Formation and College Students, 
and Jungian Psychology and Spiritual Formation. 
Most of these citations noted books or articles 
that have already been highlighted in this review of 
related literature. Some of the citations were of 
25psycINFO. American Psychological Association, 
Washington, D.C. January 24, 1989. 
PsycINFO covers the world's literature in 
psychology and related disciplines in the behavioral 
sciences. Over 1,300 journals, technical reports, 
monographic series, and dissertations are scanned each 
year to provide coverage of original research, reviews, 
discussion theory, conference reports, panel discussion~, case studies, and descriptions of 
apparatus. 
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specialized interest and did not apply to this project/ 
retreat. 
I have also consulted the Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator Bibliography.2G The references located in 
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator Bibliography were 
minimal. For example the following number 6f 
references were found for the following categories. 
Spiritual Formation No References 
Spirituality No References 
Temperament Fifteen References 
Prayer Two References 
Retreat No Refe~ences 
Meditation Three References 
The database searches showed that little has been 
done to relate type theory and the different forms of 
prayer and meditation. The most often cited resource 
was Prayer and Temperament: Different Prayer Form For 
Different Personality Types,%7 by Chester P. Michael 
and Marie C. Norrisey. One should also read Prayer and 
2GMyers-Briggs Type Indicator Bibliography, Center 
for Application of Psychological Type, Inc., 2720 N.W. 
6th Street, Gainsville, Florida. 
%7Michael, Chester P. and Norrisey, Marie C. 
Prayer and Temperament: Different Prayer Forms for 
Different Personallity Types. Charlottesville, 
Virginia: The Open Door, Inc., 1984. 
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Different Types of People.%8 This book looks at the 
type differences in prayer and isa useful resource. 
A pamphlet of interest i~ Cherishing Our Differences. z9 
My review of related literature focuses on material 
dealing with personality type/temperament and the 
differing styles of prayer and meditation. 
I did not find any articles that directly dealt 
with my project/retreat. Please understand that there 
is a plethora of articles dealing with spirituality, 
spiritual formation, and other related areas. In fact, 
I believe this has become the most rapid growing 
subject in religious publishing. The Religious Index 
One: Periodicals 3o will give the reader an abundant 
number of general references. However, when I cross 
referenced the key words dealing with my 
project/retreat, I did not find any articles that 
addressed my situation. 
Chapter Five gives a listing of some sixteen 
articles and handouts that were used during the 
retreat. This material should be considered a part 
%8Bryant, Christopher. Prayer and Different 
Types of People. Center for the Application of 
Psychological Type, Gainsville, Florida 32609, 1980. 
t9Ackerman, John. Cherishing Our Differences. 
Dove Publications, Pecos, New Mexico 87552. 
30American Theological Library Association, 
Evanston, Illinois 60~01. 
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of the review of related literature. It gives much of 
the basic information needed to I"ead this type of 
project/retreat. 
Biblical Foundations 
As an example of the interest in personality type 
and spiritual formation, Robert Mulholland,' Jr. affirms 
the importance of spiritual formation and psychological 
development when he writes: 
The most significant implications of 
psychological type for our spiritual formation 
is that if we are to move toward wholeness; 
both the dominant and subordinate elements 
of our personality must be nurtured. Here 
is where much of our spiritual formation 
falls short. We tend to adopt ~hose 
disciplines and practices of spiritual 
formation which suit us. This means that 
we are, for the most part, adopting dynamics 
of spiritual formation that nurture our 
dominant characteristics, leaving the 
subordinate characteristics woefully 
undernourished."31 
The administration of the MBTI at this retreat 
was an opportunity to put the elements of psycholog-
ical type theory and spiritual formation principles 
into a significant learr.ing experience. The retreat 
both allowed students to discover insights into 
his/her personalities and permitted them to learn 
about the areas of his/her personality that need 
further development. 
31M~lholland, Jr. Robert M. Shaped by the Word: 
The Power of Scripture in Spiritual Formation. 
Nashville: The Upper Room, 198~, 162. 
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While spiritual gifts are not directly related to 
personality type, the Bible gives "good insight into 
how peQple are different in skills and talents, yet one 
in Christ! A person's personality will definitely have 
some influence on how one uses those talents. Good 
examples of these principles can be found i~ I 
Corinthians 12:12-20 and Romans 12:5-8. Instead, of 
trying to conform to each other, we need to celebrate 
our differences and hold to our common bond in Christ. 
While we should not try to read modern psycholog-
ical principles into ancient scripture, these texts do 
suggest an awareness of the diversity ~nd differences 
in people and specifically in Christians. Any attempt 
to help stimulate spiritual development must take both 
biblical and modern psychological principles into 
consideration. 
Summary 
Resources are not difficult to discover in the 
areas of personality theory in general, and 
Myers-Briggs in particular. While there has been some 
work on prayer temperaments and personality, there is 
still much that could be done to clarify and expand 
this area of spiritual formation. Harbaugh's God's 
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Gifted People3 % and Johnson's Celebrate, My Soul 33 are 
the two best recent resources. 
Anyone selecting material that might be used in a 
possible workshop or retreat should keep several 
factors in mind. First, know your audience and select 
material that will be beneficial for the particular 
group with which you plan to work. Second, do not get 
too technical. Information that provides in depth 
psychological analysis is usually not helpful. 
Resources should be understood by the majority of 
participants, not by just a few super intellectuals. 
Finally, resources should be used which will encourage 
the participant to learn more about the subject of the 
workshop or retreat. 
3tHarbaugh, Gary L. God's Gifted People. 
Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1988. 
33Johnson, Reginald. Celebrate, My Soul. Wheaton, 
Illinois: Victor Books, 1988. 
CHAPTER 3 
The Relationship Between Personality and Spirituality: 
A Theoretical and Theological Foundation 
What is the connection between a person's 
personality and their spirituality? Does personality 
shape the development or determine the depth of one's 
spiritual maturity? These and many other questions 
confront those who study the possible relationship 
between personality type and spiritual temperament. 
This chapter will analyze these two areas by 
looking at the relationship between spirituality and 
personality, the relationship between soul and spirit, 
the nature of humanity, a biblical anthropology, the 
uniqueness of creation, the connection between 
psychology and spirituality, and how temperament and 
prayer relate according to this understanding. 
Before this relationship can be adequately 
eGtablished, the subject of language or terminol-
ogy must be addressed. One of the common foundations 
between personality and spirituality is a shared 
language, which informs and enli~hten~ both 
disciplines. 
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We live in a world where religious language has 
influenced many other disciplines, especially the 
social scienceso 
In comparison with other disciplines, 
especially the helping professions, theology 
is in a unique position in regard to its use 
of language. Its crucial words have for 
years been shared with the public through 
sermons, books, lessons, hymns, and rituals. 
Its primary source of vocabulary, the Holy 
Scriptures, has been the property of the 
masses since the Reformation. Moreover, that 
primary source is not a textbook propounding 
a conceptual system, as the source books of 
other disciplines are and do, but a 
collection of literary pieces as diverse as 
poetry and genealogical tables, myth and 
historical narrative, letters and visionary 
prophecies."l 
Because of this intercha~geable nature of 
terminology, we [the religious community] have a unique 
opportunity to help interpret the language of these 
other disciplines. This is true, especially when 
considering the personality theories of psychology. 
History shows that our understanding of this secular 
discipline has a foundation laid in theological/ 
religious terminology. One area in which the 
relationship between personality type and spiritual 
temperament is discovered is in language. 
lPruy~er, Paul w. The Minister as Diagnostician. 
Philadelphia:.Westminister Pres~, 1976, 88. 
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Definitions 
The following definitions are suggested to help 
facilitate an understanding of how different terms are 
used in this dissertation. It is important to remember 
that the Bible contains a rich resource of word usage 
which reflects and predates many of the secular 
concepts of psychology and personality development. 
For example, words like soul, spirit, grace, mind, and 
gifts are used frequently in Holy Scripture. Yet, 
social science often uses these same terms to describe 
the psychological condition of individuals. The 
following definitions have been gleaneu from several 
sources: Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary,! 
Van A. Harvey's A Handbook of Theological Terms,S and 
J.P. Chaplin's Dictionary of Psychology.4 
Fruit = The outcome or result of action or 
effort. In Christianity the Fruit of the 
Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, 
kindness, goodness, faithfulness, gentleness, 
and self-control. This fruit is seen as 
the result of faith and belief in God. In 
personality development, this term is often 
used to describe th~ talents or gifts people 
exhibit in their lives. 6 
!Funk & Wagnalls Standard Dictionary. New York: 
Harper and Row, 1980. 
3Harvey, Van A. A Handbook of Theological Terms. 
New York: MacMillian Publishing Co., 1964. 
4Chaplin, J. P. Dictionary ~f Psychology. New 
York: Dell Publishing Co., 1975. 
5Ibid., Funk and Wagnall s ., 292. 
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Functions = The specific, natural, or proper 
action or activity of anything. Any fact 
I . ' qua lty, or thing depending upon or varying 
with another. A behavioral act or activity. 
This term refers to the interrelatedness of 
various factors in personality development. 6 
Gifts = The action or right of giving. A 
natural aptitude; talent. In Christianity, 
gifts are often seen as coming from God 
and/or the Holy Spirit for the empowerment to 
special service or mission. In personality 
development this term is often used to 
describe the person's basic personality 
characteristics. 7 
Grace = The love of God toward man 
[humanity]. The divine influence operating 
in man. The act of showing mercy; clemency. 
Grace is perhaps the most crucial concept in 
Christian theology because it refers to the 
free and unmerited act through which God 
restores his creatures to himself. Human 
altruism is the closest concept which 
corresponds to grace. 8 
Mind = Processing involving thought, 
interpretation of perception, imagination, 
etc. A way or state of thinking or feeling. 
Intellectual power or capacity. 
In biblical terminology the term "mind" can 
also include soul, heart, and body. There is 
a certain degree of interchangeability of 
these terms in biblical usage. 9 
Personality = Distinctive qualities or 
characteristics of a person. The dynamic 
organization within the individual of those 
psychophysical systems that determine his 
[her] characteristic behavior and thought. 
(Jung) the integ~ati~n of the ego, the 
(; Ibid., Chapl in, 209. 
7 Ibid., Funk & Wagnnlls, 303. 
8Ibid., Harvey, 108. 
9Ibid., Chaplin, 318. 
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personal and collective unconscious, the 
complexes, the archetypes, the persona and 
the anima. 10 
Personality Test = Any instrument or 
technique used in the evaluation of 
personality or in the measurement of 
personality or character traits. 11 
Personality Type = A classification of the 
individual into one or two or more categories 
on the basis of how closely his [her] pattern 
of traits corresponds to the type category. 
Christians would see this as a person's 
God-given personality. This would have 
direct connection to the way in which 
Christians view the uniqueness of creation 
and God's personal awareness of the 
individual. 12 
Soul = The rational or emotional part of man 
[humankind], regarded as a separate entity 
from the body. The moral or spiritual part 
of a man [human] as related to God. In 
traditional Christianity. referred to the 
original seat of reason and will in the 
human person. The soul can also incorporate 
the total image of mind, body, and heart.13 
Spirit = The vital essence or animating force 
in living organisms, especially man 
[humankind]. The part of a human being 
characterized by intelligence, personality, 
self consciousness, and will; the mind. 
The creative, animating power of God. 
Christians also view the spirit as a creative 
force in life. The spirit has the ability to 
change and direct the personal life and 
nature of the individual. The spirit 
10Ibid., 380. 
l1Ibid., 381. 
12Ibid. 
13Ibid., Harvey, 2~6. 
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represents the human capacity to be in 
relationship with God. 14 
Spir~tu~lity = Of, pertaining to, like, or 
consIstIng of spiri.t, as distinguished from 
matter; incorporeal. Of or pertaining to 
God; holy. Most Christians view spirituality 
as the process by which they are in 
relationship with God. 1s 
Temperament = The physical and mental 
peculiarities of an individual; nature. The 
individual's reactive disposition. Many 
Christians view this as a "God given" 
characteristic of life which can only be 
changed by the power and influence of God 
through the Holy Spirit. 16 
Type = a grouping of individuals 
distinguishEd from all others by the 
possession of a specified attribute. 
individual who possesses all or most 
characteristics of a group.17 
An 
of the 
Typology = The study of types. A system 
which is used for classification of 
individuals according to certain criteria. 1s 
Relationship Between Soul and Spirit 
In looking at human existence, it is easy to see 
that we have various psychological and spiritual 
components at work in our lives. We are not only 
physical creatures, with physical limitations and 
capabilities, we are also mental and spiritual 
14Ibid., 228. 
15Ibid., Funk & Wagnalls, 662. 
16Ibid., ChapliL, 534. 
17I~id., 554. 
18Ibid., 555. 
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creatures. When looking at the mental or spiritual 
dimension of humankind, it is easy to confuse the 
terminologies of these two very different areas. Both 
the terms, "Spirit" and "Soul" have specific meanings 
for each area of study. 
In the church, Christian thinkers have been 
struggling with the relationship between these two 
terms for many centuries. T. C. Hammond, in his book 
entitled, In Understanding Be Men,19 gives an excellent 
view of the relationship between these terms. He 
states that two different viewpoints have developed 
concerning the relationship between body, soul, and 
spirit. "The first view regards humanity as tripartite 
(body, soul, and spirit); and others view humanity as 
bipartite (body and soul with the spirit as the 
essence, or another aspect, of the soul)."20 
Hammond gives five reasons for the bipartite view 
of humanity. 
1. "Scripture never teaches us to take the 
view that the body is a useless impediment 
and clog to the soul, which is to be shed at 
the earliest possible moment. It is 
important to observe we are never encouraged 
to dishonor or maltr~at the body •.. The 
body is obviously regarded as providing the 
means whereby the moral values inherent in 
the soul may be given expression. 
19Hammond, T. C. In Underst~ndin~ Be Men, London: 
Intervarsity Press. 
to Ibid., .'ir2. 
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2. "Whilst the human body may possess few 
~natomica~ and physiological advantages, and, 
In comparison with some creatures ev~n 
disadvantages, yet Scripture teaches us to 
regard it with a measure of respect greater 
than that accorded to the bodies of other 
living things. 
3. "'Soul' and 'spirit' are certainly not to 
be regarded as synonymous in scriptural 
language. But, on the other hand, they are 
not kept invariably distinct. 
4. "In general, Scripture favors a bipartite 
division into soul and body. The former is 
used for the whole life of man [humankind] • 
• as well as for the immaterial part of man 
[humankind] which survives death. The word 
is further used to describe an 'embodied 
spirit'. 
5. "Those who believe in tripartite division 
admit that the two essential constituents are 
body and spirit, and when these are united 
the whole being (as expressed, for example, 
in the thought, will, and the emotions) may 
be described as the 'soul.'"21 
Hammond helps to clarify the distinction between 
soul and spirit, while showing how the two terms can 
still be used interchangeably. Hammond states, "those 
who suggest tripartism admit that soul and spirit in 
the body are separable only in thought." 22 Hammond 
suggests three important distinctions to observe when 
considering the relationsi1ip between these terms. 
1. liThe soul is the manifestation of the 
immaterial part of man [humankind] towards 
the world, and spirit is its manifestation 
t1Ibid., 72-73. 
ttl bid., '1' 3 • 
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towards God. (He [God] is Spirit and man 
[humankind] can properly approach Him only 
'in spirit'). 
2. "The unregenerate man [person], or 
'soulish,' is unable to appreciate God's 
~evel~tion, but. the regenerate man [person] 
IS alIve towards God. Hence we can speak of 
the 'spirits of just men [persons] made 
perfect'. The essential difference appears 
to be in the possession of the divine Spirit. 
3. "Some teachers have pressed this 
distinction to the point of describing the 
unregenerate as bipartite and the regenerate 
as tripartite; and there is a sense in which 
it is true. So far as man [humankind] 
originally was concerned, however, he 
[he/she] was possessed of soul as well as 
body, and the soul was capable of a spiritual 
relationship with God."%3 
It is important to realize that both the soul and 
the spirit are at work in our lives. Yet, each 
component has very unique characteristics. 
Our spirit possess the potential for our divine 
relationship with God. Without the spirit, it would be 
impossible to know God. At our creation, God breathed 
into humankind and gave us a spirit, a means to be in 
relationship with our creator. It is our spirit, 
through faith anu commitment, in response to God's 
grace, which gives us our spiritual identity. However, 
coming to a complete understanding of the spirit and 
its functions is beyond our human capabilities. Yet, 
% 3 Ibid., - '73-74. 
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we recognize the drawing power that God has through the 
spirit. 
Our soul is the expression of our spirit in 
relationship to our psychological development. Each 
individual is the product of many different factors: 
environment, education, culture, and childhood 
development. All of these factors, and more, influence 
the ways in which we express ourselves. All of these 
factors form our soul, the way we view and interact 
with the world around us. 
It is important to remember that the spirit and 
the soul are two distinct capacities of human nature. 
This distinction is important because it produces a 
tension which encourages the development of both of 
these areas in our lives. To better understand this 
tension, an overview of a biblical doctrine of 
humankind is required. 
A Biblical Doctrine of Humankind 
To continue the development of the relationship 
between soul and spirit, it is important to study the 
biblical doctrine of humankind. A foundational book 
for this study is, The Bible Doctrine of Man, by John 
Laidlaw.%4 Laidlaw offers a detailed explanation of 
the bipartite and tripartite positions. Laidlaw also 
24Laidlaw, John. The Bibl~ Doctrine of Man. 
Edinburgh: T."& T. Clark, 1905. 
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provides good insights into how a biblical doctrine of 
humankind is lived out in our existence. For Laidlaw, 
two main points should be remembered. First, there is 
a basic unity in humankind's nature. Using Genesis 2:7 
as a reference, Laidlaw writes, 
"It declares that the Lord God formed man 
[humankind], dust from the ground, and 
breathed into his [her] nostrils the breath 
of life or 'lives', and man [humankind] 
became a living soul. Here are plainly two 
constituents in the creation: the one from 
below, the dust from the ground; the other 
from above, the breath of life at the 
inspiration of the Almighty. Yet from these 
two facts results a unit .•• Nothing can be 
more misleading than to identify 'soul' here 
with what it means in modern speech, or even 
in later biblical language. 'A living soul' 
is here exactly equivalent to 'a creature 
endowed with life,' for the expression in 
these creation narratives is used of man and 
the lower animals in common. 'Soul in the 
primitive Scripture usage means, not the 
'immaterial rational principle' of the 
philosophers, but simply life embodied. 25 
It is important to remember that language usage 
changes over time and that it is a mistake to impose 
one usage on every occurrence of the word in question. 
Laidlaw shows that creation gives a unity to human 
existence which has been lost in many modern circles of 
thought. 
% S Ibid., . 54-54. 
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Next, Laidlaw deals with the duality of 
humankind's nature in Scripture. He writes, 
"The pervading dual conception of man in the 
Old Testament, beginning from this account of 
creation, is that he is alternately viewed as 
fading flesh on this earthly side, and on the 
other as upheld by the Spirit of the 
Almighty; but this contrast of flesh and 
spirit is primarily that of the animal and 
the divine in man's first constitution ••• 
'Soul', 'heart', 'spirit' are each used upon 
occasion as the counterpart of the lower, and 
as together with it, making up the whole man 
[person]. Thus, 'soul' and 'flesh' are used 
in combination. ~ .The distribution of the 
parts, however, is not invariably nor rigidly 
dualistic."2" 
As Laidlaw suggests, while there appears to be a 
duality between spirit and soul, there is also a basic 
integrity between spirit and soul. Because humankind 
is composed of these and other factors, it is often 
difficult to separate them. Human behavior is complex. 
However, there is a continuity between these aspects of 
life which helps inform and direct an individual's 
spiritual and psychological development. 
A person's psychological development will 
certainly inform and direct his/her spiritual 
formation. We work out of both of these areas in our 
lives, even though some individuals tend to deny or 
assume that only one area exists. 
!6Ibid., '131-62. 
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While spirituality and personality are unique and 
distinct, there is a definite interrelationship. Each 
informs the other. Yet, individuals will discover 
that one area or the other will assume a predominate 
role in life. Emil Brunner offers some suggestions for 
better understanding this relationship. 
A Biblical Anthropology 
To gain a basic understanding of the difference 
between secular psychology and a biblical psychology, 
one should read Emil Brunner's God and Man: Four Essays 
on the Nature of Personality.!1 Brunner discusses the 
three main types of rationalist psychology: 
naturalistic positivist psychology corresponding to 
realism and treating the self as an object among 
objects, the idealist psychology which treats the soul 
as an organ of reason, and romantic psychology which 
treats the soul as the unity behind bodily appearances. 
Brunner believes that these types of psychological 
thinking are flawed and should not he applied to the 
study of Christian personality. 
Brunner states, "The Christian, or biblical 
psychology has two presuppositions which 
cannot be proved, they are peculiar to faith, 
and they are that man [humankind] is created 
%IBrunner, Emil. 
Nature of Personality. 
Movement Pres~1 1936. 
God and Man: Four Essays on the 
London: student Christian 
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by God, and that he [humankind] is fallen, a 
sinner."28 
Because of this creation and estrangement, it is 
only th~ Word of God that can truly speak to the 
condition of humanity. For Brunner, the exercise of 
Christian faith is central to any proper understanding 
of personality. 
Brunner helps us see the importance and uniqueness 
of our spiritual capacity. While our personality 
informs and directs our spiritual development, it is 
our spirituality which gives expression to our inner 
being. Our spirituality is a unique g,ft from God, 
which enables us to respond tu God's love. Because of 
this love, we can respond to the rest of creation. 
Without this capacity, humankind would be unable to 
show the spirit of altruism and compassion, which are 
reflections of God's love for us. 
While the spirit is a gift from God, it is still 
influenced and directed by our individual personality. 
Our unique human developmental influences determine how 
we respond and interact with the world around us. Yet, 
this is not a one way street. Our spirituality can and 
does inform our personality. It is at this point that 
the tension or balance between these two areas needs to 
be maintained. Our spirituality ~an bring our actions, 
t8Ibid.,-12. 
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thoughts, and attitudes into question. Our 
spirituality can help us see how our personality 
development may have been flawed and can offer 
corrections. Because of this unique relationship, the 
individual is much more aware of his/her exi~tence and 
is willing to grow in his/her spiritual and personal 
life. 
To gain a better understanding of the relationship 
between spirituality and personality, it is important 
to consider the very foundation of our existence, 
namely, creation. 
The Uniqueness of Creation 
Taking our cue from Brunner, one of the first 
.. 
places to look at the possible relationship between 
personality and spirituality is with creation. It is 
not difficult to see that God created a big, beautiful 
world filled with distinctions which we have yet to 
fully discover and appreciate. Just as no two snow 
flakes are exactly alike~ so no two people are 
perfectly the same. It is difficult for many to 
appreciate the creative genius of God. It is important 
to .realize that God created the world with a tremendous 
amount of diversity and uniqueness. 
The uniqueness of creation is not only evidenced 
in the diversity of our world but, each human being has 
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a unique manifestation of God given spirituality and 
personality in his/her life. 
Looking at the story of creation gives a deeper 
appreciation for our own human creation. If God can 
clothe the lilies of the field and takes ca~~ of the 
sparrow, can He [God] not also take care of the most 
blessed creation, man and woman? In the book, From 
Image to Likeness, the authors give a good summary of 
how our creation is reflected in our personality. 
First, human beings in their radical 
constitution reflect the very image of God. 
Whenever we see a human being, or husband and 
wife, or members of a human socie~y 
struggling to shape a distinctive world for 
themselves, we are being shown something 
about God. Second, just to be human is a 
call or an imperative to grow, to let God's 
image in myself, in us, in our world, develop 
into Godlikeness. Third, being human 
involves human relationship, and most 
basically the relationship of man and woman: 
'male and female he created them.' Fourth, 
being human involves responsible stewardship 
toward the rest of creation, through work and 
the ordering of life on earth."2o 
Because of the uniqueness of our creation, it is 
important to look at the various ways in which scholars 
have tried to connect psychology and spirituality. 
CONNECTING PSYCHOLOGY AND SPIRITUALITY 
While it might be easy to say that there is a 
connection between psychology and spirituality, it is 
Z9Grant Thompson, & Clark~. From Image to 
Likeness. N~W York: Paulist Press, 1983, p.6. 
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harder to understand how these two. areas interrelate. 
Alastair V. Campbell in an article entitled, Ills 
Practical Theology Possible?"30 offers a way to look at 
the way these areas can be connected~ 
The first way of looking at the connection between 
psychology and spirituality is an inductive one. 
The inductive approach advances the application of 
practical theology [spirituality]. The inductive 
method "teaches the minister of the Gospel to 
apply ••• the knowledge which he has already acquired in 
the theoretic domain."31 The problem with this 
approach is that it makes spirituality little more 
than a function of Christian faith. The more difficult 
questions about the role and scope of spirituality are 
avoided. This approach tries to match different world 
views into one synchronized system. 
This first position does not adequately appreciate 
the spiritual dimension of the individual. In this 
position, our spirituality is swallowed up by our 
psychology and therefore has little power of influence 
in our lives. This is an example of taking the 
principles of social science and using religious 
30Campbell, Alastair V. "Is Practical Theology 
Possible?" Scottish Journal of Theology. Vol. 25 No. 
2, May 1972, 217-227. 
31Ibid., 218. 
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language and terminology to give i.t an appearance of 
acceptance. 
The second approach is deductive. In this model, 
spirituality has absolute primacy over any other area. 
Karl Barth and Eduard Thurneysen are propone~ts of this 
approach. For Thurneysen,3t the ultimate definition 
derives from a theology of the Word of God. Therefore, 
the message to be proclaimed is in the Gospel. This 
approach attempts to superimpose spirituality over 
psychological principles. This view would see grace as 
something which is superimposed on nature. 
This second position is opposite of the first 
position. Spirituality is superimposed on 
psychological principles and everything is judged from 
this perspective. Unfortunately, this approach negates 
the universal awareness of our human development and 
the power and influence these factors continue to have 
in our lives. 
The third approach ~s a juxtaposition of these two 
areas. This approach is neither inductive nor 
d~ductive. "The relationship is to be seen as a 
, h h 'I' 'one."33 Thl'S lateral' rat er t an a Inear 
relationship allows for each area to inform and support 
3tlbid., 221. 
33Ibid., 225. 
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the other area. The major strength of this approach is 
its ability to allow practical questions and situations 
to be addressed without being bogged down in 'linear' 
systems. This is also its greatest weakness. "Because 
of the 'situation-based' method it employs, ~ • 
[areas] can be expected to be fragmentary and poorly 
systematized."34 
The third position is the most plausible position. 
This position recognizes the validity of both 
spirituality and personality and gives both areas 
expression in our lives. This juxtaposition allows for 
interaction between these two areas to occur. The 
boundary between these positions is not fixed. In many 
ways, the boundary is quite fluid and takes many other 
factors into consideration as well. The important 
point to realize is that both factors are at work in 
our lives, each informing the other. 
This chapter has presented a way in which the 
original questions pertaining to the relationship 
between spirituality and personality can be answered. 
A strong relationship doe~ exist between these two 
areas and it is important for the reader to understand 
how this relationship is being lived out in his/her 
34 Ibid. 
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life. These questions directly influence the spiritual 
and personal development of the individual. 
While the soul and spirit are identified as very 
distinct and unique functions, a relationship between 
these functions is established~ This exact. 
relationship of these two areas will be different for 
different individuals. Some will give primacy to the 
spirit, others to personality. Ideally, individuals 
will discover the need to maintain a healthy balance 
between these areas in a way that will challenge growth 
in each area. The juxtaposition of spirituality and 
personality helps facilitate this interaction and 
growth. 
Because we are spiritual and psychological beings, 
it is important to see how our spirituality finds 
expression in our livese Because of the process of 
human development, we are all unique. Yet, there are 
certain personality types that have been identified by 
social scientists. 
The following information is one example of how 
personality types can be ~hown to have unique prayer 
temperaments. It is important to remember that we use 
all of these functionq in our lives and that we can 
find meaningful expressions of faith and prayer in 
every type. The next section looks at the four basic 
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temperaments, adapted from the Mye~s-Briggs Type 
Indicator inventory. 
PRAYER TEMPERAMENTS 
The eight basic categories of type which come from 
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator are: (E) Extraversion, 
(I) Introversion, (S) Sensation, (N) Intuition, (T) 
Thinking, (F) Feeling, (P) Perceiving, and (J) Judging. 
These categories can be combined to form four pairs of 
preferences used to discuss prayer temperament. The 
four pairs of preference are: 
SP = Sensation and Perceiving 
SJ = Sensation an~ Judging 
NF = Intuition and Feeling 
NT = Intuition and Thinking 
The following material shows how these different 
personality preferences can be classified according to 
prayer temperaments. The material was adapted from 
workshop material from the Jesuit Center for Spiritual 
Growth and Prayer and Temperament: Different Prayer 
Forms For Differi~g Personality Types,35 by Chester P. 
Michael and Marie C. Norrisey. 
35Michael, Chester P. and Norrisey, Marie C. 
Prayer and Temperament: Different Prayer ~orms for 
Different Pers~nality Types. Chariottesvllle, 
Virginia: The OpeD Door, Inc., 1984. 
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THE IGNATIAN (SJ) TEMPERAMENT AND'MATTHEW 
1. SJ's exist to be useful. They have to belong. 
They have a membership hunger. Tradition is very 
important. Matthew continually presents Jesus as the 
fulfillment of the Old Testament. His language is the 
most biblical (kingdom of heaven, land of Israel, house 
of Jacob, bind and loose, keys of the Kingdom, the 
gates of Sheol). He cites the Old Testament 45 
times. He is the risen Lord who abides with His 
followers in the Church. Matthew is most interested in 
Jesus' founding of the church. 
2. SJ's are the most dutiful of the temperaments. 
They are full of "shoulds" and "oughts." They are 
compelled to be bound and obligated. SJ's are the most 
responsible of the temperaments. 
Matthew's pattern of five books suggest the five 
books of the Law. He quotes all five books of the Law. 
Deuteronomy is his favorite source. Matthew has been 
described as a Christian scribe and his gospel as a 
handbook of ChriDtian conduct to be used by teachers. 
3. SJ's have a belief in and a desire for 
hierarchy. Matthew is characterized by a special 
reverence for the twelve apostles because they are the 
hierarchical leaders of the church. Pe constantly 
praises Peter. 
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4. SJ's are given to working in institutions. 
They are teachers and conservers. Matthew shows 
special interest in the church. Matthew is more 
interested in what Jesus said than what he did. He 
gives five long sermons. Twelve times he calls Jesus 
"teacher." Matthew carefully preserved the accents and 
idioms of Jesus' native Aramaic. Matthew delights in 
showing how Jesus recapitulates the experience of 
Israel in his own life. He is the new Moses, the new 
David, the new Solomon, the prophet par excellence, the 
new Israel. 
THE FRANCISCAN (SP) TEMPERAME~T AND MARK 
1. For the SP, "action is the thing." Mark's 
gospel presents Jesus as a man of action. Compared to 
the other gospels, Mark quotes little of Jesus' 
teaching. One gets the sense of a Jesus always 
on the go. A sense of urgency characterizes Jesus' 
mission. 
2. SP's are impulsive. Life for an SP means 
having impulses nnd acting spontaneously on those 
impulses. 
3. SP's live more fully in the present than other 
temperaments. They are super-realizers. SP's work 
be s tin cr i sis. 
Mark U3es the histoTic present 151 times. He is 
. . t hes He breathes the noted for his realIstIc oue . 
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spirit of an eye-witness. He offers a richness of 
detail. 
4.. SP's are good storytellers. Mark is an 
indifferent stylist but a master storyteller. He has 
an "oral style." Mark has been called a pas'sion 
narrative with an introduction. The final three 
chapters (14-16) are devoted to the passion and 
resurrection - about 20% of the whole. His gospel was 
written for Christians who had to meet the challenge of 
the passion at a new moment in history. 
THE AUGUSTINIAN (NF) TEMPERAMENT AND LUKE 
1. NF's pursue becoming oneself. They hunger 
for self actualization, to become the perfect whole. 
They need to have meaning, integrity, authenticity. 
Luke's gospel is cast in the form of a journey to 
Jerusalem. The journey to Jerusalem culminates in the 
Ascension and is actually a journey to Godo The 
disciple and the Church is drawn forward through 
history to join Jesus in divine fulfillment. This is 
the gospel of absolute renunciation, of prayer and the 
Holy Spirit. 
2. NF's get caught up in causes. Luke's gospel 
is a gospel of salvation and Jesus is the savior. It 
is the gospel of sinners and great pardons: the 
prodigal son, Zacchaeusl the good thief. It is the 
gospel of the poor and lowly. Work directed toward 
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midwifing people into becoming kirider, warmer, and more 
loving human beings app~als to NF's. 
"B . e compaSsIonate as your Father is compassionate." 
This is the gospel of mercy, salvation, peace and joy. 
4. NF's are drawn to the arts which i~volve 
verbal and written communication. Luke's literary 
excellence is noted by all commentators. His is the 
gospel of literary masterpieces such as the Prodigal 
Son. 
5. NF's have special powers of empathy. They are 
people oriented. Relationships are im~ortant. 
Luke observes mannerisms, psychological settings 
and reactions, and hidden motivations. He shows a 
favoritism for minorities, segregated groups and the 
underprivileged. Samaritans, lepers, publicans, 
soldiers, public sinners in disgrace, unlettered 
shepherds, the poor - all these receive special 
encouragement. 
THE THOMISTIC (NT) TEMPERAMENT AND JOHN 
1. NT's want competencies, capabilities, skills, 
powers over nature. The synoptic gospels end with 
Jesus being the constituted Son of God in power. John 
begins with this belief. Practically every messianic 
and soteriological title and powe~ of the synoptics is 
given Jesus in John's flrst chapter. John insists 
Christians now po~sess divine life and powers that are 
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the goal of salvation. Jesus is resurrection and life 
now for those who believe in Him. 
2.- NT's love intelligence. They are hooked on 
storing up wisdom. John presupposes knowledge of the 
synoptic tradition. He gives a more profoundly 
theological vision of Christ than was attempted in the 
synoptics. In the early Church, John is called "the 
theologian." He tries to convey a "spiritual" 
perception of the meaning of the words and deeds of 
Jesus. Jesus is usually presented as a simple teacher 
in the synoptics, whereas in John, JeS'lS is a profound 
preacher of wise discourses. He speaks as divine 
wisdom all through John. 
3. NT's enjoy playing with words, exploring 
verbal intricacies. Words are important in John for 
their own sake. Words nnd phrases have several levels 
of meaning at one and the same time. Profound truths 
are sometimes found in statements that are beyond the 
intention of the speaker. John continually finds a 
deeper ecclesial or sacramental significance in Je~us' 
words and deeds. More symbolism is found in John than 
the other gospels. 
4. NT's tend to focus on the future. John's 
gospel is- notably eschatological. It differs from the 
synoptics in that it is a reali7ed eschatology. The 
goal of salvation and divine life is a present reality. 
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The post-resurrectional meaning of Jesus' words and 
actions are inserted into the historical present. 
Conclusion 
This chapter also serves as a model for the 
relationship between personality temperament and the 
different approaches to prayer. The same relationship 
that exists between soul and spirit exists between 
temperament and prayer. 
1. Prayer and temperament are two distinct 
functions. Prayer is an expression of our inner life, 
of our relationship with God, and of o~r spiritual 
health. Our temperament is tne product of many 
different influences in our lives, most of these 
influences coming from secular sources. 
2. Even though prayer and temperament are 
distinct functions, there is an interrelatedness that 
is not easily separated. We live in a world that is 
interconnected and this relationship is a basic 
part of our creation. Influences from each of these 
areas will affect the other. 
3. Our basic temperament will influence the way 
we view and practice prayer in our lives. Prayer, like 
the spirit, can and does influence our temperament. 
For example, prayer can bring the awar2ness for more 
humility to the attentiJn of a person, who can then 
work on developinff this grace into his/her life. 
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4 . Again, as with spirituality and psychology, 
the functions of prayer and temperament will be very 
unique"for each person. Individuals may have the same 
temperament and be drawn to the same prayer model yet, 
find that they are quite different in their "practice of 
prayer. We must also allow for the great diversity 
that exists in humankind, especially in our 
relationship with Gnd and each other. 
5. Just as some would want to give primacy to 
prayer or to temperament, we must reject both 
positions. The juxtaposition of prayer and temperament 
is the most plausible position. This position allows 
for interaction between these two areas to occur. Both 
temperament and prayer are at work in our lives. 
6. Just as there is a relationship between 
spirituality and praye~, there is a relationship 
between psychology and temperament. Recognizing this 
relationship will allow the reader to understand how 
these various functions can direct the growth of 
his/her spiritual and psychological life. Just as 
there must be a healthy balance between spirituality 
and psychology, so must there be a healthy balance 
between prayer and temperament. 
The"section on prayer and t~mperament provide 
models for understand ~he unique relationship between 
these two areas. It is important to remember that we 
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use all of our temperament functions and can find 
meaningful expression in all of the different 
approaches to prayer. This information should not be 
used to limit our approaches to prayer but, should 
permit us to see the variety of approaches that are 
available to us. 
A full description of the project/retreat follows. 
This is an attempt to put the principles of this 
chapter into practice and to analyze the results from 
such an experiment. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Description of Project Development 
Thi~ chapter will look at the ways in which 
this project was developed and planned. It is hoped 
that this analysis of procedure will be helpful for 
others planning similar retreat events. The actual 
planning time for the retreat only took a few days. 
However, the preparation of retreat material took much 
longer. The following is a step by step description of 
the planning processo 
1. The first step was to establish that the 
retreat model would provide the time needed to complete 
the goals of the project. Having had some history of 
working with retreats and camping events, I believed 
that the project material could fit into a retreat 
context and provide an ideal project model and give the 
participants an adequate exposure to the material. If 
constructed correctly, the retreat should give the 
student about ten hours of instructional time. 
It is important to realize that college students 
will also want to use retreat time for other purposes. 
The students will expect and need time to relax, 
study, and have fun and fellowship with other students. 
When the students know that they will have time for 
these other interests, they will be more willing 
to participate in this type of experience. 
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2. I consulted my project advisor, Dr. Reg 
Johnson, to verify if the retreat model would meet the 
requirements for the program. He assured me that such 
a retreat would be satisfactory and that he had even 
participated in several retreats of this type. The 
retreat model would fit the type of group I was working 
with--college students. 
3. I contacted the other campus ministers of the 
Memphis Annual Conference of the United Methodist 
Church - Mike Morris at Memphis State University, 
\ 
David Atkinson at Murray State University, Mark Matheny 
at Memphis Medical Unit and Joe Thornton at Lambuth 
College. They all agreed to participate fully in 
this effort. Early contact was made with these 
individuals eight months before the retreat was to 
happen. 
4. I then contacted Lakeshore Assembly, our 
conference campground~ to tentatively schedule the 
retreat. It was difficult to schedule a weekend that 
was agreeable to five different campus ministry units 
and the campground. I was finally able to schedule 
September 15-17, 1989, as the rttreat dates. 
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After the retreat had been scheduled~ I then 
started preparing material for the event. To help 
simplify this process, I developed a Retreat Checklist 
to use as a guide. I noted the things I needed to do 
to prepare for the retreat, and I also listed 
suggestions and ideas. Some notations were not 
developed, but they were an important part of the 
entire process. The Retreat Checklist is listed below. 
Things to Do For the Retreat 
Retreat Title: "Personality, Prayer and Walking with 
Christ" 
1. Write News Release for United Methodist Reporter. 
2. Check Video's about Prayer, Peer Pressure, 
and/or Being Different 
3. Order video tapes for possible use. 
4. Check on Movie for Saturday Night - Related to 
Theme of Retreat 
5. Contact Alan Benson1 about Music at Retreat 
6. Develop Prayer Definition Sheet. 
7. Develop Prayer Bibliography for College Students 
8. Ask Joe Geary2 for Prayer Bibliography 
9. Develop Questionnaire on Prayer 
1 · . the Director of Music at the First Alan Benson IS . 
United Methodist Church in ParlS, Tennessee. 
tJoe Geary is the minister of the Arcadia United 
Methodist Church in Paducah, Kentucky. 
10. Develop Evaluation Questions 
11. Equipment: 
Van 
Overhead Projector 
Cassette Recorder 
Newsprint and stand 
Name Tags and Pens 
Paper and Pencils 
Bibles 
Various Books on Prayer and Meditation 
Overhead Transparencies 
Poster Paper, Markers, Clay 
Communion Elements 
12. Use Cartoon about Spiritual Progress - Humor 
13. Develop Prayer Grids to Chart: What is Prayer? 
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Ways to Pray? Hindrances to Prayer? 
14. Plan Meditations before sessions 
15. Consult Bonhoeffer's "Spiritual Care" 
16. Use of Icons and Prayer Shawl 
17. Develop Sheet - Affirming our Creation Gifts 
18. Schedule Time to Talk with Campus Ministers 
In preparation for the retreat, I administered the 
Myers-Briggs Type Inventory to my Reflection Group. I 
did this inventory on April 11, 1989, at the Inter-
faith Center. All five members of my Reflection 
Group were present. After explaining the inventory to 
the group, I proceeded to administer the inventory. I 
was surprised to discover that every member of the 
group registered a different personality type. 
The typ~s represented by the group were: INTJ, 
ISFP, INFP, ISTP, and ENTJ. My own ISTJ type added to 
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the broad distribution of the group. Note that only 
one member of the reflection group had the Extraversion 
component in his/her personality type. 
The group discussed the results of the inventory 
and gave feedback regarding the directions and 
procedures for administering the inventory on the 
retreat. The group stressed the necessity of reminding 
the students that the MBTI was only a profile of one's 
personality at a given point in time. Students should 
not take the results too seriously or allow it to 
dictate decisions for them. 
The benefit of allowing the Reflection Group to 
take the MBTI was an important part of my preparation 
for the retreat. It gave the group an insight into 
what I would try to accomplish during the retreat. 
While the discovery of the individual student's 
personality type was the main goal of the project, the 
retreat would provide an opportunity for the students 
to learn how their personality type might influence and 
direct their prayer temperament. Discovering the 
personality types of the students would only take an 
hour. The remaining nine hours of the retreat would be 
spent learning how personality type influences many 
areas of our lives, including our spiritual formation. 
At the ~ext Reflection Group meeting, I took the 
f th members and showed them how personality types 0 e 
the types could be narrowed into the four prayer 
temperaments described in Chapter 3. We spent the 
entire hour discussing the four prayer temperaments. 
The Reflection Group was an integral part of the 
project development process. Their insights proved 
invaluable in developing the retreat. 
Another item which needed to be developed was a 
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tentative schedule for the retreat. The schedule would 
allow me to see just how much time I would have for 
each session and to help the students determine if they 
wanted to participate in this event. 
It is my observation that college students are 
very possessive of their time and that they want to see 
time used in a productive manner. I made several 
adjustments in the schedule as the retreat approached. 
The final version was: 
Retreat Schedule and Program 
Fri. Nite -
Sat. Morn -
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:45 
10:00 
8:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:45 
10:0u 
10:45 
Ice Breakers 
Getting Acquainted 
Getting to Know Yourself (MBTI) 
Break 
Charting our Differences -
Learning our Stories through 
our Personality. 
Breakfast 
Morning Walk in Silence and 
Listening 
Session .. Personality and Prayer 
Break 
Session - Looking at the Four 
Temperaments 
Break 
Sat. Aft. 
Sun. Morn -
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11:00 Experiment - Temperament Groups 
- On Your Own 
12:30 Lunch 
1:00 
6:00 
7:30 
8:00 
9:00 
11:00 
8:30 
9:00 
9:15 
10:00 
10:15 
10:45 
11:00 
12:00 
1:00 
Free Time for Study, Exercise 
Meditation, and Rest. ' 
Cookout 
Vespers 
Celebrating our Differences -
Sharing 
Movie 
What does it mean? 
Breakfast 
Group Picture 
Session - Making the Good 
Stronger: Ways to Strengthen 
Our Campus Ministry. 
Break 
Student Sessi~n - Yes, But! 
Evaluation 
Break - Preparation for Worship 
Communal Worship and Celebration 
of Holy Communion. 
Lunch 
Start the Journey Home 
The retreat schedule provided the necessary 
framework for the event. An important part of the 
retreat was the effort to build community among the 
students. I asked the participating campus ministry 
units to do some special events such as preparing our 
vespers and leading the students in a morning walk. 
Another task, important to the success of the 
retreat, was to start publicizing the event. I printed 
some posters, using a computer program, and distributed 
them around campus and to the oiher campus ministry 
units. 
I also sent a news release to the United 
Methodist Reporter of the Memphis Conference. The 
article follows: 
NEWS RELEASE 
"Personality, Prayer and Walking with Christ" 
Many students are preparing for another 
year of college life. One of the first 
adjustments they have to make is to realize 
that dorm life, classes, and other college 
activities are not always conducive to 
spiritual growth. Issues of time and space 
become important for students on a college 
campus. 
The campus ministry units of the Memphis 
Conference, including Lambuth College, are 
participating in a retreat September 15-17 at 
Lakeshore to help students develop spiritual 
skills. The theme of the retreat will be 
"Personality, Prayer and Walking with 
Christ." Students will have an opportunity to 
learn more about their own lives and how they 
can use their God given personality to enjoy 
a significant prayer life. 
If you are a college student or you know 
of a college student who would be interested 
in this retreat, please contact one of the 
following campus ministers for more 
information. [A list of campus ministers, 
with addresses and phone numbers followed.]3 
As a part of the retreat, I wanted to develop a 
prayer questionnaire which would help expose and 
help understand the student's attitude about his/her 
prayer life. I would administer this questionnaire 
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3" '. a er and Walking wi th Christ," The 
PersonalIty, PI' y M his Annual Conference. 
United Methodist Reporter - emP75266. Vol. 136 # 13. 
P.O. Box 660275, Dallas, Texas , 
before I made the connection between personality type 
and prayer temperament. 
Questionnaire on Prayer 
1. How many times a week do you pray? 
2. How long do you spend in prayer, when you pray? 
3. For me, prayer is: (Circle 3 choices) Required, 
Formal, Personal, Experimental, Talking with 
God, Listening to God, Informal, Optional 
4. In ten words, give your definition of prayer. 
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5. How have you been taught to pray? Circle: In 
Sunday School, Example of Parents, Example of 
Ministers, Self-taught. 
6. Do you have a favorite place to pray? 
7. Do you see any connection between your personality 
and your prayer life? 
I also developed an evaluation questionnaire to be 
used at the end of the retreat. I wanted to see if the 
retreat had fulfilled the expectations of the students 
and had given me the necessary information I needed for 
the completion of my doctoral project. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Evaluation of Retreat 
Was the retreat helpful to you? 
Before the retreat, did you know your personality 
type? 
Did the MBTI inventory confirm your personality or 
·surprise you? 
Did the retreat give yoU E good understanding of 
the ~onnection between personality and prayer? 
5. 
6. 
7 • 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
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Rate: Sessions Great Good Adequate Fair Poor Videos Great Good Adequate Fair Poor Exercises Great Good Adequate Fair Poor Food Great Good Adequate Fair Poor Facilities Great Good Adequate Fair Poor 
Because of this retreat you will spend (Circle) 
More Less Same Amount of Time in Prayer 
More Less Same Amount of Time in 
Meditation 
Did this retreat bring you into a closer awareness 
of God in your life? 
In continuing my prayer development, (Check) 
I will seek a Spiritual director or 
friend. 
Start a prayer journa~. 
Practice meditation. 
Read more books on prayer and spiritual-
ity. 
Were you able to "center" yourself in prayer t.his 
weekend? 
Did the awareness of your prayer temperament help 
or hinder your relationship with God? 
Were the instructions and information presented in 
a clear manner? 
Other Comments: 
In about 25 words, describe how this retreat has 
affected you in your relationship with God. 
CHAPTER 5 
The Retreat Event 
The retreat started on Friday evening, September 
15, and ran through Sunday noon, September 17. The 
event provided an opportunity for students from four 
campus ministry units to attend. Thirty three 
individuals participated in the weekend retreat. The 
breakdown of the participants follows: 
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Students Leaders 
University of Tennessee - Martin 
Murray State University 
Memphis State University 
Lambuth College 
Totals 
7 
1 
8 
12 
28 
While I was disappointed in the turnout from 
3 
1 
1 
5 
Murray State University, I believe that the students 
who attended provided an adequate number for the 
purposes of the project. The first part of Friday 
evening was spent in learning more about each other, 
with the students introducing themselves and giving 
their home town, college year, and major. It was 
amazing how such a simple exercise developed community 
between the students. 
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The main goal of Friday evening was to administer 
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator to the students. I 
gave an explanation of what I was trying to accomplish 
over the weekend and told the students that their 
participation in the personality inventory would 
provide the foundation for the rest of the weekend. 
None of the students offered any resistance to taking 
the inventory or pa~ticipating in the project. 
I administered the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator,4 
using the Form G - Self-Scorable version. I gave a 
single-blind inventory, not requiring the names of the 
students. I hoped this would permit the students to 
respond freely. It took about thirty-five minutes to 
administer the inventory and for the students to score 
the inventories. When the students finished the 
inventory, I gave them a Report FormS with their 
personality type noted on the front of the form. 
After a short break, I conducted the session on 
"Charting Our Differences: Learning our stories through 
our Personality." The first thing I did was to go 
through the booklet, Looking at Type,S using an 
4Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, Consulting 
Psychologists Press, Inc., 577 College Avenue, 
Alto, California 94306. 
5Ibid, Report Form. 
Palo 
6Page, Earle C. Looking at Type. Center for 
Application of Pyschological Type, 1987. 
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overhead projector. The purpose of this session was to 
provide a general overview of personality type. I 
dealt with the eight different components which go into 
making a distinct personality type for the individual. 
At the close of this session, I charted the personality 
types of the students. A breakdown of the personality 
types shows the following: 
Campus Ministry Retreat 
(N - JJ) 
ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ 
M 1 M 1 fv1 1 M 
F F 2 F 2 F 
T 1 T J T J T 
ISTP ISFP INFP INTP 
M M M 1 M 2 
F 1 F 2 F J F 2 
T 1 T 2 T 4 T 4 
ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP 
M M M M 
F F 1 F J F 1 
T T 1 T J T 1 
ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ 
.M 2 M 1 M M 1 
r- 2 F 1 F F J 
T 4 T 2 T T 4 
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Of the five leaders present, there was one each of 
ISTJ, INTP, INFP, ENTP, and ENTJ. 
It was interesting to see how diverse the group of 
students and leaders were in their personality types. 
It was evident that I would need to present material in 
a way which would give exposure to as many types 
as possible. or the sixteen possible personality 
types, thirteen of the types were represented at the 
retreat. 
After breakfast on Saturday morning, the students 
were lead in a silent walk around the campground. 
The walk was to encourage the students to experience 
nature. Many of us may not take the time to see 
and experience God in nature. I wanted this experience 
to open students to the possibility of seeing God in a 
fresh way. 
In the next session, I gave more information about 
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. I felt that the 
previous session had not given a total overview of 
personality type. I waDted to verify that the students 
had a basic understanding of personality type before I 
went further. During the retreat, I used several 
handouts to help undergird the principles I was 
trying to communicate. Most of this material can be 
. r~~tgI-jf~~~A~P~p~l~l~'c~a~t~i~o~n~o~f~P~s~y~c=h~o~l~O~g~l~'_-obtained from the ~enter or --
cal Type, Gainsville, Florida. The first seven items 
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in this list are handouts produced b h 
. y t e Center for 
Application of Psychological Type. The other items are 
footnoted for source. The handout material included: 
1 • 
2. 
3 • 
4. 
5. 
6 • 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
"Effects of the Combinations of All Four Prefer-
ences in Young People" 
"Career Choice and MBTI Type" 
"Talking in Type" 
"Effects of Each Preference in Wor}! Si tuations" 
"Contribution Made By Each Preference To Each 
Type" 
"Finding Your Spiritual Path" 
"Following Your Spiritual Path" 
"T emperament Report Form"7 
"Type and Learning Styles"8 
"Four Keirseyan Temperaments and Their Variants"O 
"Keeping A Journal"10 
"Various Forms of Prayer"11 
7Berens, Linda V. Temperament Report Form. 
Telos Publications, 16'68 Beach Boulevard, Suite 111, 
Huntington Beach, California 92647, 1988. 
8Anchors, Scott & Provost, Judith A. Applic~tions 
of Myers-Briggs Type Indicator in Higher Education. 
Palo Alto: Consulting Psychologists Press, 1987, 186. 
9Giovannioni, Louise C., Berens, Linda. and 
Cooper, Sue A. Introduction to Temperament. Telos 
Publications: Huntington Beach, California, 1987, 
14-16. 
10Devers Dorothy C. Faithful Friendship. 
Washington, n:c.: Church of th~ Savior, 1986, 18. 
11"Different Types of Prayer Forms," The Open 
Door, P.O. Box 855, Charlottesville, VA 22902, 1982. 
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13. "Prayer Paths"1! 
14. -"Med ita t i on Map" 1 3 
I had more material than I could adequately 
cover for the amount of time I had during ~he retreat. 
I believe it was important to have enough material to 
provide the broadest range of information for these 
students. 
The next session dealt with the transition from 
personality types to prayer temperaments. This was a 
deliberate move from Jungian typolog~ and Myers-Briggs 
Type Indicator catagories to Keirseyan Temperaments. 
[See Chapter 3] I made the transition by asking the 
students to use the handout entitled, Introduction to 
Temperament,14 to determine their prayer temperament. 
The authors provide a convenient chart which narrows 
Myers-Briggs sixteen personality types to the four 
Keirseyan Temperaments. 
The student breakdown, according to prayer 
temperament was: 
Ignatian (SJ) Temperament = Ten 
lZJohnson, Regrnald. Asbury Theological Seminary, 
Wilmore, Kentucky 40390. 
13Ibid .. 
" C 3erens Linda. and 1 4 G i 0 v ann on i, Lo u 1 s e·, ' tTl t" to Temperamen. e os Cooper, Sue A. Introduc Ion h C lifornia 1987, 
Publications: Huntington Beac, a , 
14-16. 
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Franciscan (SP) Temperament = Four 
Augustinian (NF) Temperament = Ten 
Thomistic (NT) Temperament = Nine 
It is interesting to see how diverse the group was 
in their prayer temperaments. The number ~f students 
with the Franciscan Temperament was low. This is 
because students with the SP or Franciscan Temperament 
are the smallest group of the four attracted to higher 
education. 
After the students discovered their prayer 
temperaments, I discussed how we would use the 
different approaches to develop a more mature prayer 
life. For this session I used the material produced 
by the Jesuit Center for Spiritual Growth [See Chapter 
3] and Reginald Johnson's Celebrate, My Soul. 15 This 
material provides an excellent resource for this type 
of session. The temperament categories and their 
corresponding Gospel writer are: 
Ignatian (SJ) Temperament & Matthew 
Franciscan (SP) Temperament & Mark 
Augustinian (NF) Temperament & Luke 
Thomistic (NT) Temperament & John 
b ' t' of thl'S sessions was to show the My main 0 lec lye 
students how different personalities are influenced and 
Cel ebrate! My Soul. Wheaton: 15Johnson, Reginald. -
Victor Books, 1988. 
affected by different kinds of worship and prayer 
experiences. Some people, by virtue of their 
personality type, will appreciate a prayer or worship 
experience which would be more structured or "high 
church". Oth b f th ' ers, ecause 0 elr personality, 
enjoy a much freer type of prayer and worship. I 
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cautioned the students not to categorize people. While 
different temperaments have a tendency to enjoy a 
certain type of prayer or worship experience, this 
tendency is certainly not exclusive of other types. A 
major accomplishment of this session was an increased 
tolerance to those of other temperaments. When 
students realized that they had a particular 
temperament, they also realized that others had 
different temperaments which were just as valid. 
After the session, I divided the group according 
to their prayer temperament and asked them to help plan 
a segment of the Sunda~ morning worship service, 
keeping their particular temperament in mind. A campus 
d f ach of the four minister served as a lea er or e 
h ad forty-five minutes to groups. The different groups 
make suggestions, f~om their temperament type, for a 
component of our Sunday morning worship. I wandered 
f fferl'ng advice and giving guidance rom group to group 0 
for the worship service. 
The idea of planning a worship service served 
several purposes. First, it gave the students an 
opportunity to work together. Traditionally, the 
closing worship service at our retreats is the 
highlight of our time together. Second, the planning 
of the service allowed the students to see how the 
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different .temperaments are at work in our spiritual 
lives. This was not an easy exercise, but I believe it 
was an important part of the retreat. The students 
realized that different parts of the service could be 
approached from different temperaments. It is easier 
to plan a service, using one temperament, than to try 
to include all four temperament types. The students, 
trying to be more sensitive to the temperament 
preferences of others, struggled to see that all four 
temperaments were included in the service. This 
exercise gave the students an understanding of the 
procedures for planninb a worship service that would 
involve all four of the prayer temperaments. 
Saturday evening's session looked at how we can be 
different and still have a common faith. During the 
retreat, I used sev~ral videos to illustrate various 
points. Two of the videos dealt with differences 
b The florst vlodeo was an eight minute etween people. 
film of mentally retarded students while the Beatitudes 
were being read. This video was entitled, Blessed 
""'B"""e:...-::....--=.---..:.:.. 16 The second video Vias a music video by 
Carmen, entitled, "Saved to the Bone."17 The first 
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video was very moving and showed how even mentally 
retarded students could be expressive of the Christian 
faith. The second video showed a more evangelical 
interpretation of the Christian faith. Some of the 
students were less than enthusiastic about this second 
video. However, because of the students' heightened 
awareness of personality type and prayer temperaments, 
they recognized that this second video had a valid 
meaning to a large segment of Christianity. 
Saturday evening, I showed the movie, "The Cotton 
Patch Gospel." lS This musical is a rendition of 
Clarence Jordan's Cotton Patch Gospel. The music is 
great and the reinterpretation of the gospel story in 
Georgia is quite entertaining and thought provoking. 
One of the purposes of the retreat was to give the 
students exposure to different ways in which the gospel 
message might be expressed. I believe that allowing 
students to witness thp. differences would help them 
16Blessed Be ••• st. Vincent's School, Distributed 
by Paulist Productjons, P.O. Box 1057, Pacific 
Palisades, California 90272. 
17'Carmen Radically Saved., Distributed by ~;~~~n 
Co. 365 Great'Circle Dr., Nashvllle, Tennessee • 
18Cott~n Patch Gospel. MDM Productions, Distrib-
uted by Ecufilrn, 810 Twelfth Ave., South, Nashville, 
Tennessee 37203. 
feel more comfortable with their own unique style of 
faith commitment. 
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Sunday morning's session dealt with ways in which 
we could strengthen our campus ministry efforts. Using 
the material from the previous sessions, students were 
encouraged to think of ways in which their particular 
campus ministry unit might plan activities and 
programs. All of the campus ministry units have common 
programming items: worship, Bible study, fellowship 
experience, social issue groups, various student 
committees, and student leadership development 
programs. 
During this session, we thought of various ways 
that we could be more inclusive of others in our 
student activities. For example, Bible studies would 
need to be varied in structure to appeal to those of 
different personality types. If we were to have a 
verse-by-verse Bible study one semester, we might want 
to have a more experimental Bible study the following 
semester. All the stu~ents recognized the need not to 
plan activities that just attract one type of students. 
I shared with the students the results of the 
retreat--that thirteen of the possible sixteen 
personality types were present. Because the students 
had a better awareness of just how diverse the 
a
t the retreat, they recognized 
personality types were 
that their particular campus ministry units were 
probably just as diverse. 
After a break, the students were given an 
opportunity to evaluate the retreat. I w~s pleased 
that most of the students took this task seriously. 
They were honest with their observations and supplied 
some good insights into how to improve the retreat 
model. 
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The closing event of the retreat was the worship 
service. We held the service outside at the amphi-
theater. An "Order of Worship" was produced which 
guided the students during the service and gave them an 
opportunity to see how the various temperaments are at 
work in a worship service. The service proved to be 
very meaningful. It is important to remember that any 
one component of the worship service could be 
approached from any of the four temperaments. The goal 
of this worship servic~ was to include all four 
temperaments and not to identify any component as 
fitting only one temperament. I have added some 
annotations following the various components to 
identify how the students thought the various 
temperaments would fit. The following is the "Order of 
Worship" developed by the students: 
Worship - Campus Ministry Retreat 
September 17, 1989 - 11:00 A.M. 
1. Gathering and Greeting at Study Area 
The students viewed this as a Franciscan 
activity that would appeal to a very relaxed 
gathering and greeting of worshipers. 
2. Procession to Worship Area - Singing "Sanctuary" 
Bringing items to the worship ar~a. 
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The Procession and bringing of gifts for the 
offering were also seen as Franciscan. 
3. Call to Prayer 
The Call to Prayer was viewed as a very 
traditional Ignatian activity. 
4. Prayer 
This particular item was difficult to 
classify, since it totally depended upon the 
structuring and delivery by the one praying. 
5. Hymn "Amazing Grace" 
This particular hymn was viewed as being 
Augustinian because of the way it promoted a view 
of God's grace and compassion; the ability to find 
oneself in relationship with God. 
6. Scripture Lesson John 1:1-14 
7. Meditation 
8. Nicene Creed 
Th S . ture Lesson, Meditation, and Nicene e cr 1 p . t· TI 
Creed were all viewed as being Thomls IC. le 
. h . n words and the power of verbal 
emp aSlS was upo 
persuasion. 
9. Prayer of Confession 
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10. Assurance of Pardon 
.T~ese were viewed as Ignatian in the 
·tradl~lonal way in which we worship. These could 
certalnl~ convey different temperaments with use 
of experImental forms of confessions and pardons. 
11. Offering - Response to the Word 
This particular offering was Franciscan in 
nature~ The students made offerings of items they 
~ou~d In nature that expressed some spiritual 
InsIght for them. 
12. Lord's Prayer - In Unison 
13. Hymn "EI Shaddai" 
The Lord's Prayer and tiEl Shaddai" were 
viewed as Ignatian because of t~eir traditional 
use in the church. 
14. Celebration of Holy Communion 
Served by Intinction to each other. 
Communion was a combination of Ignatian, 
Augustinian, and Franciscan temperaments. The act 
of partaking of communion by intinction added a 
Franciscan element as well. 
15. Closing Prayer 
This was viewed as another Ignatian 
temperament becau3e of its order and structure. 
A few students commented on how all worship 
services seem to have an Ignatian order about them. 
The students also had an opportunity to struggle with 
the various components of this service. A worship 
service should permit people to bring their perspective 
temperaments into play. An effective worship service 
does not fo;ce people into anyone type of worship, but 
permits everyone to participate. 
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The worship service had a beneficial affect upon 
the students for several reasons. First, they had a 
deeper appreciation for the worship styles of others. 
Second, they had participated in the plan~ing and, 
therefore, had a genuine interest in the results of the 
service. They were worship planners and not just 
worship observers. Third, worship should always carry 
the potential for God's grace to b9 experienced. The 
students felt much closer to each other at the end of 
the service. 
At the close of worsh;p, the students had lunch 
and then left for home. I observed the students having 
a good time and many were excited about the material 
that was presented. As the retreat ended, I was 
pleased to see many students referring to several MBTI 
and Temperament books I had brought and several asked 
me to send them some additional material. 
CHAPTER 6 
Reflection and Evaluation of Retreat 
Any analysis of the project/retreat needs to 
include three primary areas. First, did the results of 
the retreat meet the expectations set for the retreat? 
Second, was the project appropriate to accomplish the 
goals? Third, what adjustments need to be made before 
this model is used again. 
An analysis of the retreat will show that it did 
meet the expectations set for this event. The students 
were very willing to participate in the project and 
were interested in learning more about their personal-
ity type. At least six students became very excited 
about finally beginning to see why they acted the way 
they did~ It also gave the students some good handles 
to look at their career choices, study habits, and 
interpersonal relationships. students spent their free 
time looking over the reference material I had brought 
to the retreat. 
The students gave the retreat a good evaluation. 
While a couple of students dij not give their full 
attention to the retreat, it was because they had other 
interests and it was not a reflection on the retreat. 
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It is difficult to have any group totally united in 
purpose over a weekend. 
I believe the project/retreat was appropriate to 
accomplish the stated goals. Holding the retreat at a 
campground removed the students from many of the 
distractions of the college campus. It also enabled 
them to focus on the retreat. 
To gain a better understanding of the results of 
the retreat, an analysis of the two questionnaires 
follows. 
The Questionnaire on Prayer showed several 
interesting revelations about the students' concepts 
surrounding prayer. The questionnaire is reprinted with 
a summary of the responses. 
Questionnaire on Prayer 
1. How many times a week do you pray? 
Twenty-five of the student stated that they prayed 
quite regularly. Twenty of these students 
responded in a range of from five to eight times 
per week. 
2. How long do you spend in prayer, when you pray? 
3. 
While no specific time was predominan~, twenty of 
the students stated a range of from fIve to ten 
minutes when they prayed. 
For me, prayer is: (Circle 3 choices) Re~uire~, Formal, Personal, Experimental, Talk~ng wIth 
God, Listening to God, Informal, OptIonal. 
The three top choices wer2: Personal, 
with God, and Listening to God. Only 
checked Required. 
Talking 
one student 
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4. In ten words, give your definition of prayer. 
5. 
The students gave some very interesting definitions 
of prayer. A few samples of their responses are 
reprinted. 
"A reflection period to talk to God about what has 
been happening in my life and listenin'g to what God 
has to say to me." 
"A time of self-renewal, giving thanks and just 
meditating and talking to the Creator." 
"A time to communicate with God and myself. A lot 
of times I find that God is my best sounding 
board." 
"A time to talk with God seriously about concerns, 
hopes, dreams, and needs so far as oneself and that 
of others." 
"It is a personal experience and you can do it 
anyway you want to." 
"Speaking with God about your deepest feelings. 
Making him your advisor, counselor, father, etc." 
"Thanking, requesting, praising, l'lorshiping, 
talking, listening, walking, running with God." 
How have you been taught to pray? 
Sunday School, Example of Parents, 
Ministers, Self-taught. 
Circle: In 
Example of 
The three primary ~esponses were Self-taught, 
Example of Ministers, and Parents. 
6. Do you have a favorite place to pray? 
7 • 
No one place was picked by the majority of the 
students. 
ectl'on between your personality Do you see any conn 
and your prayer life? 
'd "N "th ee of the students sal, 0, r Twenty-three 'd "Yes" and two made no response. 
students did sal , 
tool O f analysis was the evaluation The primary 
the S tudents filled out at the last questionnaire which 
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session on Sunday morning. The questionnaire was 
designed to give the students an opportunity to express 
their opinions about the retreat. 
An analysis of the questionnaires shows a 
positive attitude among the students. I believe the 
students were honest in their comments and that they 
found the project/retreat to be beneficial. 
Evaluation of the Retreat 
1. Was the retreat helpful to you? 
Twenty of the students were very positive in their 
response to this question. One :-,tudent said, "Yes, 
it helped me to focus on why I like different types 
of worship services." 'fhree of the students gave 
negative responses. 
2. Before the retreat, did you know your personality 
type? 
Twenty-seven of the students had no awareness of 
the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. 
3. Did the MBTI inventory confirm your personality or 
surprise you? 
4. 
Twenty-one of the students said that the MBTI 
confirmed the basi~ impression they had of their 
personalities. Three students were uncerta~n of 
their personality type and four students saId, 
"No." 
Did the retreat give you a good understanding of 
the connection between personality and prayer? 
Twenty-six of the students gave 
a positive 
response to this question. 
Great Good Adequate Fair Poor 5. Rat'e: Sessions 23 3 2 1 0 
Great Good Adequate Fair Poor Videos 4 0 0 18 6 
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Exercises Great Good Adequate Fair Poor 
19 4 5 0 0 
Food Great Good Adequate Fair Poor 
25 4 4 0 0 
Facilities Great Good Adequate Fair Poor 
24 6 ., 0 
" 
The numbers under each of the categories denotes 
the number of students who responded to this 
question. Not all students made responses to all 
categories. 
6. Because of this retreat you will spend (Circle) 
0 
More 
More 
Less 
Less 
Same Amount of Time in Prayer 
Same Amount of Time in 
Meditation 
Eighteen of the students either circled "More" and 
eight students circled "Same Amount ••. " to this 
question. Two students marked the "Same Amount of 
Time ••• " 
7. Did this retreat bring you into a closer awareness 
of God in your life? 
Twenty-five of the students were positive in their 
response. One student said, "Yes, it helped me to 
just be away from campus and think about all that 
happens everyday." 
8. In continuing my prayer development, (Check) 
I will seek a Spiritual director or 
friend. 
Start a prayer journal. 
Practi~e meditation. 
Read more books on prayer and spirit-
uality. 
All the categcries received some responses. 
The largest number of responses went to "Practice 
meditation." 
9. Were you able to "center" yourself in prayer this 
weekend-? 
11 did not develop this concept, 
The retreat rea Y bl to give a good 
and the students were una e 
evaluation of this question. 
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10. Did ~he awareness of your prayer temperament help 
or hInder your relationship with God? 
'Twe~ty-t~o of the students responded in the 
~fflrmhattIV~ to this question, three students said 
somew a, and three made no response. 
11. Were the instructions and informatiori presented 
in a clear manner? 
All the students said "Yes" to this question. 
12. Other Comments: 
"I really enjoyed the fellowship time and 
Christian discussions. I felt really comfortable 
with everyone here." 
"The tests described my type extremely accurately. 
"This was a very informative weekend. It's opened 
me up to new directions that I was not aware of." 
"This is great! With my major in college it 
helped a lot. I would love to use this test and 
probably will when I get my doctorate." 
13. In about 25 words, describe how this retreat has 
affected you in your relationship with God. 
"This weekend I came to the realization that I am 
an individual. The way I pray is just fine as 
long as I know God and have Him as a personal 
Savior." 
"I never realized how much a person's personality 
can affect their relationship with God. I feel as 
if I have a better grasp of the situation and I'll 
be able to work or our (me & God) relationship 
with a more positive and open mind." 
"I think I will spend more time meditating and 
praying in private to balance the outgoing person 
relating side of me." 
"It has made me want to get more seri?us in my 
commitment to God and become more actIve in my 
spiritual life." 
someth ing I've never had before 
"He has brought me 
I I WI'}]. be able to glorify Him and with His he p, 
in it" 
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"This retre~t ha~ sh~wed me how I need to improve 
on my relatIonshIp wIth God. Sometimes I feel it 
is becoming stronger and other times I feel it is 
leveling off and not going anywhere. I know what 
I must do to keep it growing." 
"The retreat has helped me grow stro~ger, I'm no 
longer a doubter." 
"This retreat has made me see myself and others 
differently. I am understanding why I and others 
react in certain ways to certain things. I feel 
closer to God also." 
"It has made me question many things, but has 
opened my understanding." 
Everyone left the retreat with good feelings about 
the event Sunday afternoon. This wns not just because 
of the learning events, but also the benefits of 
fellowship and escape from the rigors of campus life. 
I continued to hear good reports from the students 
about the retreat. The United Methodist Student Center 
in Memphis, Tennessee, included the following article 
their October issue of the Commune-icator. 1 
"Lakeshore Petreat: Fun and Factual 
If you weren't at our fall retreat at 
Lakeshore, boy did you miss some fun~ We 
spent a great wee~end together learnIng mo~e 
about ourselves, each other, and also meetIng 
students from U.T. Martin, Murray State, 
and Lambuth. 
The main focus of the 
study of personality types 
styles can relate to them. 
weekend was a 
and how worship 
We all took the 
IThe United Methodist studen~ Cen~er. 
Memphl'S State UnIversity. October 2, Commune-icator. 
1989. 
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~yerS-Br~~gtS Type Indicator, a widely used 
. persona 1 y test~r.t We then studied the 
r~sults to s~e what worship and prayer style 
'mIght best fIt our type of person. For this, 
we planned a worship service expressing the 
emphases that are most meaningful for each 
type. It was a cool worship service!" 
Analysis of Retreat Event 
There are several adjustments that need to be made 
to make this model more effective. 
1. It would help if the students had a prior 
knowledge of their personality type before coming to 
the retreat. A considerable amount of time was spent 
in establishing a foundation on which to build the 
"Prayer Temperament" component of the retreat. Prior 
knowledge of personality type would give more time to 
develop other sections of the retreat. 
2. Individuals should probably know the agenda of 
the retreat before they come. While I gave the 
students a copy of the agenda upon their arrival, SOIDG 
students came to the retreat simply to escape from 
college, not to participate in a structured learning 
event. While the students were open to the experience, 
it would have been better if the students could have 
come 
to the retreat with the decision to participate in 
this t~pe of learning experience. ~ecause the students 
were not fully aware of the r~treat agenda, they did 
not have a total commitment to the program. 
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A retreat where individuals were fully aware of 
the agenda would have a much higher level of 
participation. For this reason, I believe this type of 
retreat would be ideal for young adults who have 
completed their college education and are in the 
process of establishing home, career, and church 
commitments. 
3. I had too much material to cover during the 
retreat. This was because I wanted to be sure to have 
enough material and lover planned. The next time I 
use this model, I would limit my material to one or 
two areas and spend more time developing these areas. 
The value of having a wide variety of material is that 
it gives something for everyone. If the participants 
were more aware of the focus of the retreat, those 
students with other interests would probably not 
attend, and more attention could be give to the stated 
agenda. 
The retreat accomplished the goals that were set. 
It was a good experien~e which continues to influence 
some of the young people in attendance. Six weeks 
students from one of the other after the retreat, I saw 
mor e questions about schools and they asked some 
l Ot type and prayer temperament. persona 1 y 
I believe 
l
Os a good event to be sponsored by 
this type of retreat 
campus ministry. It shoWS that psychological 
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principles and spiritual dimensions have very genuine 
connections. This type of retreat is a good 
opportunity to bridge the connection between the 
con6erns of higher education and spiritual formation. 
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CHAPTER 7 
A Setting for Ministry: The Next Step 
The primary purpose of this dissertation was to 
highlight how a project/retreat could affect and 
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encourage the spiritual formation of students involved 
in campus ministry units in the Memphis Conference of 
the United Methodist Church. The results of the 
retreat verified the importance of this effort and were 
successful in reaching the stated goals and purpose. 
Using both descriptive and empirical methodolo-
gies, this study attempted to discover the personality 
type of students involved in campus ministry units in 
the Memphis Annual Conference of the United Methodist 
Church and show how personality types are influential 
in the development of a meaningful prayer temperament. 
This effort at fostering spiritual formation among 
college age students is seen as central to the task of 
campus ministry. 
Chapter 1 introduced the project setting. 
'd to the condition of 
Particular attention was pal 
, 'ty of Tennessee -
campus ministry at the Unlver21 
t ' as presented showing Statistical informa IOn w Martin. 
religious preference. 
The difficult conditions 
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surrounding the implementation of eff t' ec lye campus 
ministry programs was discussed. This chapter also 
looked at the retreat model that became the foundation 
for this project/dissertation. 
Chapter 2 gave an review of the related literature 
in the areas of personality type and theory, prayer 
temperaments, and spiritual formation. A review of 
various database searches was given, along with 
references to important resources. A Biblical 
foundation for this project/dissertation was also 
highljghted •. 
Chapter 3 studied the relationship between 
personality theory and principles of spiritual 
formation. In this chapter, terms were defined, the 
relationship between soul and spirit are discussed, a 
biblical doctrine of humankind is presented, a Biblical 
anthropology was presented, the uniqueness of creation, 
and the relationship hetween psychology and 
spirituality was explored. The chapter concluded with 
a section on different prayer temperaments. 
Chapter 4 was a full description of the project 
development. Information was shared about the process 
used to plan the retreat and various checklists and 
esent ed along with a retreat questionnaires were pr , 
schedule. 
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Chapter 5 described the retreat event in full 
detail. A breakdown of participation from the various 
campus ministry units and the diffe~ent personality 
types was given. This chapter also show€d how the 
various personality types are related to prayer 
temperaments. The concluding section of the chapter 
dealt with a worship service which was developed, using 
the different prayer temperaments as a guide. 
Chapter 6 was a reflection and evaluation of the 
retreat. While the overall rating of the retreat was 
positive, suggestions were made to improve this model 
of spiritual formation. The various questionnaires 
were evaluated and student responses were given. 
Several adjustments were suggested to make the retreat 
model more effective. 
This chapter looks at the effectiveness of this 
project/retreat and offers specific suggestions to 
campus ministry units to improve efforts in spiritual 
formation. A major accomplishment of the retreat was 
the simple awareness 0: how different we are in 
personality, yet still connected to God and each 
other through crea~ion. 
I.offer these specific Su~gestions in regard 
d iritual formation retreat to campus ministry a~ a sp 
model: 
1 • Campus ministry should not shy away from 
promoting and implementing programs of spiritual 
formation and renewal. College students are often 
confused and at the same time searching for a deeper 
spiritual awareness. 
2. A major revelation of this retreat centered 
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around the personality types of the students. Popular 
image portrays campus ministry reaching only one type 
of student, usually considered the "nerds" of campus. 
This retreat proved that to be wrong! Campus ministry 
is reaching a broad spectrum of students. Thirteen of 
sixteen personality types participated in this retreat. 
3. Another important lesson learned at the 
retreat was a healthier respect which developed for the 
differences of others. The students had an important 
opportunity to see that being different is not only 
okay, it is a reflection of the very creation of God! 
4. Programs developed by campus ministry units 
need to make better efforts to reach the broad spectrum 
of students attending ~ollege today. Too many times we 
have limited our programs and then attempted to 
justify our low participation by questioning the 
integrity and commitment of the students. 
t k proper efforts at programming 5. We canno m~ e 
for 
' , t'l we have taken the time to 
campus mInIstry un 1 
, .t 'ts of the students attending 
learn the personalIty ral 
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our units. In too many cases, we have placed too 
strict a limit on the type and variety of programming 
that we feel comfortable doing. 
6. Finally, the retreat certainly hjghlighted the 
fact that spiritual formation and the processes of life 
are continuous. We must not become static in our 
understanding of God, church, mission and ministry, or 
our efforts at campus ministry. Campus ministry is 
ever changing, just like the rest of life. We need to 
make every effort to make changes that strengthen our 
witness and program to students attending colleges and 
universities. 
Donald G. Shockley, Chaplain at Emory Unive~sity, 
recently wrote a book entitled, Campus Ministry: The 
Church Beyond Itself.l In this book, Shockley develops 
a basic foundation to campus ministry. This book, 
which should be required reading for anyone wanting 
more knowledge of campus ministry, deals with the 
historical development and present condition of campus 
ministry, including th~ spiritual dimension needed in 
t d t Shockley writes: the life of today's college s U en • 
The world of higher educatio~ to~ay 
t a frontier which both IntrIgues represen ShIt is in many 
and intimidates the churc 0 d 
respects a microcosm of tne world an , as 
ld G Campus Ministry: The Church 
lShockley, Don~ 'll·e o Westminister/John Knox 
Beyond Itself. LOUISVI • 
Press, 1989. 
such, it is a rich smorgasbord of belief 
unbelief, and indifference. But the chu;ch 
makes a serious mistake when it sees the 
·campus as alien territory, a land by nature 
hostile to its presence. Just as Paul 
discovered among the Gentiles a large 
contingent of persons who admired Judaism 
without actually becoming full participants 
in its life, there exists in the university 
today a multitude of persons who have a 
genuine interest in the spiritual dimension 
of life, but who are not familiar enough with 
its practices to consider formal religious 
participation as a live option. If the 
traditionally structured local church is all 
that is available, many of these persons, 
particularly the students, will remain at a 
distance. In my judgment, it is one of the 
principal purposes of campus ministry to 
provide these outsiders an alt~rnative means 
of access to the life of the Spirit.! 
The task of campus ministry is to encourage and 
enable college students to develop their spiritual 
identity, even when these students are turned off by 
the local church. This is not an easy task. Campus 
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1 f ' " man's I and" of , , fI'nd I'tse In a no mInIstry can soon 
isolation from the local church and the college 
community. 
I believe a central task of campus ministry is the 
, 't l'ty The project/ development of student Spirl ua I • 
ful effort in this direction. The retreat was a success 
students were intrigued by the idea of learning more 
h it might also 
about their personality type and ow 
relate to their prayrr temperament. It was this 
2 Ibid., 52. 
blending of psychological insight and spiritual 
formation principles which proved successful. 
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Wayne C. Olson, in an article enti tIed, "Campus 
Ministry as Remedial ReI igion, "8 highl ight.s the task of 
campus ministry today. 
Campus ministry at a public college is 
indeed, remedial, for, by necessity, it ' 
endeavors to supplement and often to correct 
the teaching of well-meaning local congrega-
tions and pastors--as well as parents. 
Through educational counseling and pastoral 
ministry, such remedial religion teaches 
students the importance of adjusting their 
accustomed ways of thinking about religion 
and faith--as students must do in all 
academic inquiry. Not to repudiate their 
faith, nor even necessarily to change it, I 
challenge students to adjust their faith 
through deeper thinking, wider experience and 
interaction with the diverse community 
present in the university setting. For the 
student, remedial religion requires a 
willingness to "unlearn," particularly with 
respect to "truth" affirmations so much a 
part of students' early training. Truth 
becomes much more elusive in a secular 
university environment, more relative than 
objective, more philosophical than doctrinal; 
and theology, in this jockeying context, 
becomes more stimalating. 4 
Campus ministry has a unique roll to play in 
helping college students develop a mature spirituality 
which has room for academic excellence and intellectual 
insights. It is sad to realize that many campus 
asp I ace s for ,. Bib let hump e r s " ministry units are seen 
"Campus Ministry as Remedial 3Wayne-C. Olson, 1 10 88 
Cen turY 13 Apri v • Religion." Christian -
4 Ibid., 381. 
who are trying to escape from the ld wor instead of 
people who are genuine in efforts t d o we religious 
faith and educational growth. Shockley states, 
" • • • no campus ministry which has failed 
to take a careful look at the univer~ity it 
serves and which has never entered into 
serious dialogue with the stated goals of 
the institution as represented in its 
curricular and extracurricular programs 
can be considered successful. 5 
Recommendations 
I have made specific recommendations concerning 
the project/retreat event in Chapter 6. At the 
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beginning of this chapter, I made some observations and 
recommendations concerning the model of spiritual 
formation retreats and the need for this type of event. 
In closing, I want to offer a few general 
recommendation for the mission of campus ministry. 
First, I believe that more work needs to be done 
in strengthening spiritual formation events for campus 
ministry students. We must stop apologizing for 
holding spiritual values and start sharing those values 
with students. Many of us have the idea that students 
d have mad e a conscious choice know about religion an 
not to participate in campuS ministry. This is not 
true. 
are shocked at the lack of Many campus ministers 
5Shockley, D nald G. Campus Ministry: The Church 
0" "lIe. Westminister/John Knox 
Beyond Itself. LOUIS V1 • 
Press, 1989, 105. 
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biblical knowledge displayed by students with church 
backgrounds, much less those students with no religious 
training. The church needs to rediscover that the 
college campus is its largest mission field. Failing 
to provide adequate spiritual direction, at this 
crucial point in the lives of college student, is a 
major blunder on the part of the church. 
Second, in order for spiritual formation to be 
effective, religious education is going to be a primary 
task of the campus ministry unit. Gary L. Chamberlain 
states that the task confro~ting campus ministry is 
"[moving] faith development from the concrete literal-
ism [of adolescence] through conventional understand-
ings of faith ••• to the beginnings of independent 
faith."6 
Third, it is only when we have become aware of our 
personality that we can fully begin to understand the 
meaning of an independent faith. For campus ministry 
to be an effective instrument of spiritual formation, 
need to be involved" in a full range units are going to 
of religious education. Bible studies, worship 
f ethl'cal and moral dilemma, services, discussioas 0 
" and other traditional and non 
social conscious raISIng, 
"Faith Development and 
GChamberlain, Gary L. 74 N 3 Life. Vol. o. Campus Ministry," ReligioUS 
(1979): 314-24. 
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traditional methods will need to be used. Any attempt 
at religious education should invite the student to 
participate in the student's own spiritual formation. 
I have found this project/retreat to .be challeng-
ing. It has not only allowed me to gain and develop 
many good insights in the processes of spiritual 
formation among college students; it has provided me 
with a foundation on which I can develop other retreat 
experiences. 
Campus ministry is effective because it is 
connected to the church. ~ny attempt to isolate this 
specialized ministry is wrong. Because of this 
connection, campus ministry can harvest the seed which 
has been planted by local church ministries. However, 
campus ministry also has a sacred responsibility. As 
we harvest, we must also plant seeds for future growth 
and vitality. The future condition of the church may 
well depend on this ministry to college students. 
The sacred task of promoting and guiding students in 
their spiritual formation is central to our mission. 
For this reason, we must never underestimate our 
influence and ministry. 
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APPENDIX 
M.YERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR 
Concepts for Understanding Type 
EFFECTS OF THE COMBINATIONS OF ALL FOUR PREFERENCES 
IN YOUNG PEOPLE 
These capsule type descriptions were originally written for high school 
students by Isabel Briggs Myers, allthor of the Myers-Briggs Type 
Indicator. Today. YOllnger alld older people also filld them I'aluable, 
Although she first pllhlished them ill 1962, she continued to improl'e them 
lor the rest 0/ her Ii/c. 
The /ol/owillg commellts will helD YOII see how the descriptiolls call gil'e 
I'alllable in/ormatioll at 011.1' stage a/life. 
Mary H. McCaulley 
Center lor ApplicatiollS 0/ Psychological Type 
The high school years arc an important time for answering the Questions ~Who am I?" "Wh3t am I 
good at?~ "What do I care about?" "How can I understand other people?" "How do I make gooi 
decisions for my life?" 
By the time young people enter high school. they have traveled a long journey from helpless 
infants, to exploring toddlers, to learning to read and to maste.r the world of k.nowled.ge. The.y 
have seen the world grow from the time they discovered theIr toes, .then theIr famlfy, theIr 
school, their friends, their town, their country. their world, and the unlvers~. They ~ave moved 
from a concern with the immediate moment, to a memory of the past and a pIcture of the future. 
Every human being makes this journey in a unique way. No one else -- past, present. or future --
will ever have your exact inheritance and experiences. 
Th h
· h h I h t' t fl'nd the p3tterns in this life journey, aild to set directions 
e Ig sc 00 ye:lrs arc t c Ime 0 , • h for bein h d c m etent adults. The world IS full of peoplc tellIng us w. at we ~re 
I
'k dg shtrong, a pP
h
Y an b 0 "yP J'ust like your Uncle Joe!" "Why aren't you friendly Ilkc 
I e an w at we oug t to c ou arc . ' . . 
'. . f' ds our teachers and radIO and telcvlSlon gIve us 
your oldcr brother?" Our famlflcs, our Tlcn , Id b you'ng people oftcn "trv on" dirrerent . 
hundreds of models of wha t we should be or cou e. . 
personalitics to discovcr wh ich one fits. 
. . .... . een very different ways of being O.K. Each comes 
The slxtccn brlcf descrIptIOns InSIde arc Slxt J I "bd Briggs Myers first wrote them Jfter 
f h" h fl' I t es" of Carl U'lg. S" • rom t e t cory 0 psycho oglca y~ . hildren's classmates. and as part of her research 
carefully watching type differcnccs In her O\\n e 
on Ovcr ten thousand high school stur:lents. 
. ..' h t "human beings are born with the eight 
The idea behind the sixteen descriptions IS t a ~ ch of the sixteen types has its own pattern 
prcferenees, or intcrcsts described on the b~ck page. S amething casy or exciting to one type seems 
for developing and using these important Interests. 0 
boring or difficult to an opposite type. 
COlltil/ued all hack page 
. . 10 lcal Type, Gainesville, Florida 
Center for Applications of psychO g _____ ·IIIIIi·.···~ii-iii· ii'iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiill 
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EFFECTS OF THE COMBINATIONS OF ALL 
SENSING TYPES 
WITH THINKING WITH FEELING 
ISTJ 
Serious, quiet, earn liucce!>S by 
concentnlliun and thoroughness. 
Practical, urderly, mlltter·of.fut:t, 
lugical, realistic and de~nddble. 
Sec La it that everything is well 
orgdniled. Take responsibility. 
Muke up th!!ir own minds Ie; tu 
what should be IIcl"omplished lind 
work towurd it steudily, regard· 
1t!:>S of protests or distractions. 
Live their outer life more with 
thinking, inner more with S(:n~ing. 
ISTP 
Cool onlookers, quiet, re~erved, 
oLserving and analyzing Iifl: with 
dctached curiosity and unexpected 
flashes of oribrinul humor. Usually 
interesled in impersonlll princiJ.lle:;, 
cuuse and effect, or how und why 
mcchanical things work. Exert 
thenu;e1ves no more thun they think 
necessary, because any waste of 
energy would be inefficient. 
Live their outer life more with 
sensing, inner more with thinking. 
ESTP 
Muller-of·furt, do not worry or 
hurry, enjoy whatever ("ames alung. 
Tend to like merhaniculthings alld 
sports, with friends on tbe side. 
May bc u Lit blunl or inS(:nsitiH. 
Cun do muth or scienre whcn they 
~e the nced. Dislike long expla· 
nations. Art· best with rt:al things 
thaI can be worked, hundle,', tuken 
apart or pUI bark together. 
Lin. their outl'r lifc more wilh 
sensing, inner more wilh thinking. 
ESTJ 
Pract ical reulistt;, mut ler·of·furl, 
with a nutural heud fur business 
or mechanics. Nol inlert:sted in 
subjects they see nu U:>l: for, but 
cun apply themselveb when necessary. 
Lih to organile and run aCli~ties. 
Tend to run things well, tspeclally 
if tnt:y remember to cunsider other 
peo!l1c's feclings and puints?~ . 
view' when making their deCISIOns. 
Live t-hdr ouler life more with 
thinking, inner more with ~nsing. I 
ISFJ 
Quiet, friendly, resporuoible and 
conscientioUli. Work devotedly to 
meet their obliglltions and !M:rve 
tht:ir friends and st:hool. Thorough, 
puinstllking, accurate. May need 
time to mllstl'r tl:chniculliubjectli, 
as their interelits lire not often 
techniclIl. Patient with detail und 
routine. Loyal, considerule, con-
cerned with how other people feel. 
l.ive their outer life more with 
feeling, inner more with sensing. 
ISFP 
Rctiring, quiet Iy friendly, S(·nsi· 
tive, modest abuut their abilities. 
Shun di:;llb'T~ments, do nol force 
their opinions or vulues on others. 
Usually do not care to leud but are 
often loyal followers. Muy be ruther 
relaxed aboutllssignments or gelling 
things done, because they enjoy the 
preSt-lit moment and do not want to 
spoil it by undue haste or exertion. 
Live their outer lifl' more with 
6t!n:;ing, inner more with ft:eling. 
ESFP 
Outgoing, I:lJsygoinC, Bc("epting, 
friendly, fond of a good timc. 
Like sports and making things. 
Know whal'S guing on and join in 
t:agt·r1y. Find renll'mbcrinc flll'ls 
eusier thall mablering theuric!>. 
Art: besl in siluatiuns that need 
sound common M'nS{' and practical 
aLility with p;:ople as well as 
wilh things. 
Live their ouler life more wilh 
sen:;ing, in ncr mure wilh feclinr· 
ESFJ 
Warm.henrlt-d. talkative, popular, 
l·onscientious. burn l'oo~ralOr:;, 
IIctive committee members. AlwaYIi 
doing bomcthing nice for someone. 
Work be!)t with plenty of enrourllge· 
mt:nt and prdi.sc. Little lntere.!>t 
in ubstruct thinking or technical 
subj"cts. Mllin interest il;!n 
things thut dirertly and VISIbly 
affect peoplc's lives. 
1 
Livt! their outer lifc I~ore wit.h 
ft:cling. inner more wllh I>t:nslng. 
u1 . P. .... hol"l. .... 1A ~.Inc .• raID AJID. CA 104.lO6, from 1111 
. Pubhahrr, c.nc eng ,. 
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FOUR PREFERENCES IN YOUNG PEOPLE 
INTUITIVES 
WITH FEELING WITH THINKING 
INFJ INTJ 
Succt.'t.'<i by per~verance, originul. Have original minds and b'l'eat drive 
ity and desire to do whatever is which the}' usc only for their own 
IlL"i:dcd or wunted. Put their best purposes. In fields lhat uppi:al 
efforts intu their wurk. Quietly to them they have II fille power to 
forceful, conscientious, cuncerned organi:wa job and carry it thruugh 
for others. Respected for their with or without ht:lp. Skeptical, 
fum principles. Likely to be critical, indepi:nul'llt, dderminl·d, 
hOllored and fullowed for their uflcn stubborn. Mu"t learn tu yield 
dellr convictiuns us to how W!st less important puint» in order to 
to serve tht! cOlllmon good. win tht! most important. 
Live their outer life more with Livt! their outl'r life more with 
f~ling, inner more with intuition. thinking, inner more with intuition. 
INFP INTP 
Full ufenthusiasms and loyalties, Quiet, reserved, brilliant in 
but ~ldulll tulk of these until they l'xums, especiully in theoretical 
know you well. Care ubout learning, or scilntific subjects. Logical 
ideas, lanl!uage, and independent tu the point uf hair·"plitting. 
prujects of their own. Apt tu be on Interested mllildy in ideas, with 
yearbook staff, perhaps as editor. lillie liking for parties or smull 
Tl'nd tu undertdke too much, then talk. Tend to huve very sharply 
wmehow get it done. Friendly, but defined interests. Need to choo* 
of len too absor~d in whUl they arc careers where some strong inlerest 
doing to ~ sociable or notice much. oflheirs can ~ used and uscful. 
Live their outer life more with Livl' their outer hfe IIIOrL' with 
intuition, inner 1Il0re with feeling. ilituiLioll, ill ncr 1lI0re wilh thillkillg. 
ENFP ENTP 
Warmly enthusiastic, high·spirited, Quick, ingelliou", good lit muny 
ingenious, imaginative. Able to things. Stimulating company, 
do almost anything that intert:st.; alert and outspokell, lIrgue for 
them. Quick wiLh 11 60lution for fun on either side of 1I question. 
any difficuhy and ready to help Hesoun:cful in "oh'illt! Ill'W 1Ilid 
unyune with a problem. Often rely challenb-lng problem", but may 
011 their ability to improvise nq;l~ct routine u~i.:nlllents. Turn to Olle lIew interest ufter instead uf prt'puring in Ildvunce. Imuther. Can 1I1wlIYs lind IUboical Can ulwaYIi find compelling rt:asonll 
reasons for whatevt'r they want. for whatt'ver thcy want. 
Live their outer life more with 
Live their outer life morc wiLh 
intuition, inner more with fl'cling. 
intuition, inner morl' with thinking. 
ENFJ ENTJ Ht'arty, frullk, ahlt' in studie", 
Reliponsive and responsible. Fl'~1 leaders in activities. Usually 
TClil concern for what others thlllk good in 11Oylhi~g lhat requires 
alld want, and try to handle thi~gs rl'l1!>onulg and IIltclllgl'lIt talk, 
with dul' rcgard fur other peuple ti buch as public speaking. Arc 
feeling". Can prt:scnt a proposal well-informed and kf'ep uuding to 
or lead a group discussion with tht:ir fund of knuwledge. Muy 
el1hC lind tucl. Sociablc, popular, &Qlllet;o1Ies be more positivt: lind 
uctive in school II ffll in;, but put confident thlin their experience 
time enough on their studies to do in an IIrell wllrrants. 
good work. 
Live their outer life more with 
f~ling, inner more with intuition. 
Live their outer life mO.re ~ith .. 
thinking, inner man' WIth mtultlOn. 
rodWdio" /0 1')JH by 1 ... bc1 Dngga Mye" 0 1980. further rep 
. . h b . -' Wllhout thr Publo.her. ronooenL 
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The eight preferences or interests are identified in the sixteen 
answered the MDTI, you ,said you preferred one of each pair 
course you are at least a lillie interested in them all), 
types by eight lellers: When you 
more than the other (though of 
E (extraversion) 
I (introversion) 
S (sensing) 
N (intuition) 
T (thinking) 
F (feeling) 
J (judgment) 
P (perception) 
lnterested ~n .lhc-~eopl~ and thing~Jn the world around you 
Interested In the Ideas In yC?ur mind that explain the world 
lnterestc:d in ",:hat is real and can be secn, h'card and touched 
Interested in what can be imagined' a'nd" seen with -the mind's eye-
Interested in what is logical and works by cause and effect 
Interested in knowing what is important and valuable 
Interested in acting by organizing, planning, deciding 
I nterested in acting by wa tching, trying out, adapting 
Usually, children tryout all eight interests and develop those that come naturally to them. Soon 
families and teachers see that one child is full of common sense (5), and another is full of 
imagination (N), or that a child has an amazing gift or seeing what makes things tick (T) or of 
understanding people (F). 
Each type devc:1ops sensing (S), intuition (N), thinking (T), and feeling (F) in different patterns. 
Each type has a favorite, a second favorite, a third, and a fourth. In childhood, the favorite 
seems most important; by high school the second develops to back up thl! favorite. In mid-life, the 
third becomes more interesting, and sometimes the fourth, The note at the bottom of each 
description identifies the favorite and the second favorite. For extraverts, the favorite is the one 
that shows in the outer life; for introverts. the favorite shows in the inner life. Each type pattern 
is valuable, necessary, and O.K. 
By the high school years, young people have the experience to discover and trust their own type 
pattern. They can begin to sort out all the influences and Jdvice and "should's" around them, 
testing them against their own deeply-held interests. This is the time to take pride in the 
strengths of their own type, and to devclop them. It is also a time to recognize the blindspots of 
their own type, and find wa ys 10 overcome thcm. 
Each step of this discovery. testing, and strengthening m3kes the path clear.er. As young people 
become clearer about themselves, and their own gifts, they come to appreciate and respect the 
strengths and gifts of people different from themselves. They lil-e themselves belle~, and thc,Y 
like olher people bctter 100. School becomes e:lsier when students underst~nd th:ll th~Jr tC:lcher 5 
way of te:lching mlY not m:ltch their best way of Icarning; their problem IS one of mls~atch, ~ot 
stupidity. Career planning becomes easier when students understand what makes.work InterestJOg 
and fun for different types. Thc)' look for WJys to use their own strengths and gifts, 
The ' d" . 'd h ho each t~'pe lool-;s during the high school years. These Jrc sixteen cscrlptlons IOS1 e s ow W J ' • f f' d 
the years to develop the strengths of the four letters in the type. Later III life, people 0 ten In 
f I which do not show up in the four themselves developing the interests or the other our etters 
type-letters beca use they are less prc:ferred. 
. Ie of all agcs Adults begin to identify 
The descriptions of young people are of Interest to peop. of them'selves and their friends in 
patterns in children. Adults may lc.ok back and sec descfJptJOns 
: their teens, and begin to understand toelay's young people better. 
. . . 
; .' . h .~ Lntrodllction to Type and Gjfts Djreering, 
: Isabel Myers wrote fuller descriptions for cae type I .• h;t t . c's blindspots. 
They show each type at its best. a nd then comment on t ) P 
- 1 'c,,1 Type Gainesville Florida 
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CAREER CHOICE AND MBTI TYPE 
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These summaries of some of the most significant findings from the MIlTI Atlas of Type 
Tables are a useful introduction to exploring the rel:lIions between carcer choice and 
MIlTI type. The Atlas is a compilation of data from over 300 c:!reer areas reported by over 
250,000 people who have taken the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. 
These short lists can be an excellent first step in the c:!reer exploration process. 
Individuals may discuss aspects of the careers they believe they would like and why. 
Discussion could focus on lying those likes and dislikes back to their type preferences. 
Careers on these lists can be explored further for the purpose of discovering what 
functions the job entails, what skills arc required and what level of education is needed. 
This is often the traditional starting point in career explor:ltion; it can now include 
examining careers known to be attractive to other people of similar type. This exploration 
is often extended to an interview with an individual working in the field. The interviewer 
can ask Questions about d:lily routine as well as roles and responsibilities. Additionally, the 
counselee could benefit from interviewing somc;one with the same type preference. 
In examining these tables, career counselors, personnel, and organizational devel.o~ment 
people can explore how the career titles relate to type theory. discovery of fJmllles of 
related career titles, and examination of the consequences of job mismatch. 
This career data can also be very helpful when studying type dynamics. Many patterns can 
be discovered when examing the career choices. for example, e:!reers of power. and 
authority are least chosen by the FP types; Ihose same careers show up on the most 
chosen" lists for the TJ types. Other palterns can be discovered as well. 
Related Readincs 
F .. h· ou may wish 10 rcad Introduction tf' or more Informa tlon on type and ca reer COlee, y . • . 
Type or Gifts Dirrering, bOlh by Isa bel Briggs Mycrs. Also. helpful IS t~e cha rt Effects ~f 
Each Preferences in Work Situations". This is contain~d I.n Intr,oductlon to Tn;. and IS 
also available on a handout from CAPT entilled ·Contrlbutlons/\lrork Preferences. 
(COlli il/llcd 011 back) 
Dcvclopood by Gerald P. Macdaid 
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ISTJ 
Poilu lion Conlrol 
Police Officers 
Sleelworkers 
Manai:ers 
Corrections Ser~eants 
Public AccountanlS 
School Bus Drhers 
Bank Employees 
School Principals 
Mana2ers: Executives 
ISTP 
Police Officers 
Farmers 
Air Force Personnel 
Engineers: Elecrronic 
Technicians: Eleclronic 
Coal Miners 
Sleelworkers 
Transporraion Opera rhes 
DenIal Hygienists 
Sen-ice Workers 
ESTP 
Markelini! Personnel 
Radioloi:lc Technicians 
Police Officers 
Sen-ice Workers 
Carpenrers 
SOlles Clerks 
Mana2ers: Small Business 
Audilors 
Craft Workers 
Farmers 
ESTJ 
Managers: Execulhe 
Managers: Fire 
Police Officers: Manal;ers 
Purchasing Ai!ents 
Teachers: Trade 
School Principals 
Mana2ers: Financial 
Baok Employees' 
Factory Supen-Isors 
Community Healtb 
TEN MOST CHO'SEN CAREERS 
ISFJ 
Cler2Y &: Religious 
Nurses: All rypes 
Clerical Supen-isors 
Teachers: Grades I 10 12 
Docrors of Osreoparhy 
School Bus Drhers 
Teachers: Pre-school 
Social Sen-ices Admin 
Teachers: Speech Therapy 
Teacher Aides 
ISFP 
Storekeepers &: Clerks 
SUffeyors 
Clerical Supenisors 
DenIal Assislanls 
Hadiologic Technicians 
Bookkeepers 
Operalhes: All types 
Cleaning Senices 
Carpenlers 
Nurses 
ESFP 
Child Care WorL;ers 
Recepr lonisls/Ty pis rs 
Transporralion Opera rives 
Respiralory Therapisrs 
Facrory Supervisors 
Library Allendanrs 
Cashiers 
Designers 
Clerical Supervisors 
Recrearion Allendants 
ESFJ 
Clergy and Reli1: ious 
Secreraries: Medical 
Hairdressers 
Teachers: Grades I 10 J 2 
Receplionisls 
Resraurant W(irkers 
Srudent Personnel Admin 
Home Economlsrs 
Dental Assislants 
Bank Employees I 
INFJ 
Clergy & Religious 
Fine Arrisls 
Consullanls: Educarion 
Physicians: Palhology 
Teachers 
Social Workers 
Archilects 
Media Specialists 
Physicians: Psychiarry 
Docrors of Osreopalhy 
INFP 
Fine Arrisrs 
Physicians: Psychiarry 
Ps),chologisrs 
Archilecls 
Euilors and Reporlers 
Research Assistallis 
Enterlainers 
Journalisls 
Counselors: General 
Religious Educators 
ENFP 
Social Workers 
Counselors 
Journalists 
Teachers: Arrs and Music 
Research Assistallis 
Enrerlainers 
Psychulogisrs 
Clergy and Reli!;ious 
Iladiologic Technicians 
Musicians and Composers 
ENFJ 
Clergy and Religious 
lIollle Economists 
Teachers 
Acrors 
Entertainers 
Consu/lanls: General 
Oolomerrisl S 
Cou nsetors: G enetal 
Musicians and Composers 
Pharmacisrs 
123 .. 
INTJ 
Archilects 
Compurer Professionals 
Consul'ants: Managemenl 
Lawyers 
Manai:ers: F.xecullt'es 
Human Resource Planner 
Research Workers 
Social Senices Workers 
En2ineers 
Scientist: Life & Physical 
INTP 
Enrerrainers 
Compurer Professionals 
Archilecrs 
Research Assisranrs 
Fine Arlisrs 
Compuler Programmers 
Lawyers 
Managers: Execulhes 
Scienrisrs 
PharmacIsts 
ENTP 
Phorographers 
Marketing Personnel 
Sales Ageors 
Journalisls 
Acron 
Compurer Analysrs 
Credir Invesrigaron 
Physicians: Psychi~lry 
Engineers 
Consrrucrion Laborers 
ENTJ 
Consullanls: Manag( meot 
Lawyers 
Human Resource Planoer 
Mana1!ers/ Admioisrra rors 
Managers: Execurhes 
Credit Inves'lgalors 
Markeling PersooLe! 
Compu'er Specialhrs 
Lllbor Relarlonli Workers 
Psychologists 
.' f Ps chological Type, Gainenille, Florida 
Copyril;ht 1988, Cenler for Appllcalto ns 0 y 
ISTJ 
Dental HYi:ienists 
Fine Artists 
Entertainers 
Counselors: Runaways 
Cleq:y 
Musicians & Composers 
Psycholol;!ists 
Teachers: Pre-school 
Public Relations WorL;ers 
Clerical Supenisors 
ISTP 
Police: Detectives 
Clercy & Religious 
Student Personnel Admin 
Dentists 
Journalists 
Radiologic Technicians 
Consultants: Education 
Engineers: Aeronautical 
Clerical Supervisors 
Scientists: Biology 
ESTP 
Religious Educators 
Student Personnel Admin 
Dentists 
Engineers: Chemical 
Surveyors 
Consultants: Education 
Engineers: Electrollic 
Technicians: Electronic 
Photocraphers 
Dental Hygienists 
ESTJ 
Editors & Reporters 
Fine Artists 
Lawyers 
Research Assistants 
Consultants: Education 
Therapists: Physical 
Counselors 
Psychologists 
Social Scientists 
Entertainers 
TEN LEAST CHOSEN CAREERS 
ISFJ 
Mark~linl;! Personnel 
Manal;!ers: Execulives . 
Human Resource Planner 
Consultants: Manal;!ement 
Aclors 
Photographers 
Entertainers 
Social Sen Ices Workers 
Managers: Sales 
Social Scientists 
ISFP 
Student Personnel Admin 
Encineers 
Dental Hycienists 
Physicians: Pathology 
Actors 
Research Assistants 
Physicians: Psychiatry 
Religious Educators 
Credit Investicators 
Managers/ Administra tors 
ESFP 
Clergy & Religious 
Student Personnel Admin 
Engineers 
Police: Management 
Physicians: psychiatry 
Consultants: "'anagement 
R esearc hWor L. ers 
Lawyers 
Consultants: Management 
Corrections Sergeants 
ESFJ 
Actors 
Physicians: psychiatry 
Consultants: Management 
Architects 
Computer Proressionals 
Psychologists 
Police: Management 
Lawyeri 
Managers: Executives 
Electricians 
INFJ 
Factory Supervisors .. 
Hadiol02iC Technicians 
Surve}ors .. 
Child. Care Workers '; .' ,. 
Policl! Officers 
Techniciilns: EI~ctronic 
Managers: Fire 
Sales Agents 
Corrections OfCicers 
Farmers 
INFP 
Policl' Officers 
f\lan2I!ers: Fire 
Computer Operators 
Consultants: "'anacement 
Purchasing Agents 
Corrections Sergeants 
School Cus Drivers 
ManOJl!ers 
Coal Miners 
Pollution Control 
ENFP 
Scientists: Chemistry 
Farmers 
School Bus Drivers 
"tanagers: Retail Stores 
B.lI1L; Employees 
Police Officers 
"lanaCers: ExecutiH!S 
Steelworkers 
Social Services Admin 
Computer Specialists 
ENFJ 
Restaurant Workers 
Com puler Specialisls 
Factory Supervisors 
Farmers 
Social Services Workers 
School Bus Drhers 
Managers 
Pollution Control Tech 
:JanL; Employees 
Coal "tiners 
124. 
INTJ 
Food Counter Workeu 
Cleanin.: Servicu 
Storekeepers &: Cler"s 
Heceptioni,tli 
Cashiers 
Teacher Aides 
Corrections OfCicers 
Nurses: Aides & Orderlies 
Therapists: Physic~1 
School lJus Drit'ers 
INTP 
Clercy & Religious 
Consultants: Education 
Home Economists 
Dental Hycienists 
Managers: Fire 
Cleaninc Services 
Air Force Personnel 
Corrections Sergeants 
Police Officers 
Typists 
ENTP 
Police Officers 
Factory Supervisors 
Home Economists 
Teachers: Forelen 
Corrections Serj!eants 
Fine Arlists 
School lJus Drivers 
Clergy & Religious 
nank Eml-Ioyees 
Steelworkers 
ENTJ 
Detectites 
Clergy & Religious 
Factory Supervisorl; 
Clerical Supervisors 
Cleaning Scniccs 
Guards & Watch Keepers 
Bookkeepers 
School Bus Drhr·s 
Typists 
Hairdressers 
,. f Ps 'choloeical Type, GaineSVIlle, flOrida Copyri~ht 1988, Center for AppJacall ons 0 } 
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MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR 
Concepts for Understanding Type 
TALKING IN TYPE 
TALKING WITH EXTRAYERTS CE) 
-Show energy and enthusiasm 
-Respond quickly without long pauses to 
think 
-Allow talking out loud without definite 
concl usions 
-Communicate openly--de not censure 
-Focus on the external world, the people 
and things 
TALKING WITII SENSERS (5) 
-Show evidence, i.e., facts, details 
and examples 
-Be practical and realistic, and 
document successful applications 
-Have a well-thought out plan with 
the details worked out in advance 
-Show how your suggestion is a con-
tinuation of what is, not a radical 
change 
-Be direct 
-Be orderly--show the steps involved 
CAnter for Appllc:,'· 'ns of p~ 
TALKING WITH JNTROVEHTS (Il 
-Include time for J's to get to know 
you and trust you 
-Encourage .responses with Questions 
like "What do you think about 
1" but don't overwhelm the J 
with too many questions 
-Allow time for I's to think before 
responding; don't expect immediate 
answers to Questions (sending agendas 
before meetings helps) 
-Have more individual or one-to-one 
activities than group activities 
-Do not assume an I is uninterested; 
they may just be taking time to 
process information 
TALKING WIIH INTUITIYES eN) 
-Present global schemes, the concept--
give the main idea first 
-Don't give lots of details unle~s 
asked to do so 
-Indicate the challenges, the 
possibilities, and the differences 
your ideas wiIl bring 
-Delineate l!le future benefits 
-Show the aspects that are nonroutine 
-Dc aware that work may come in 
bursts and spurts, not an even flow 
-L-:t N's dream and don't burst the 
bubblc--encourage imagination 
, llogical Type (~ Illesvillf> rlnrida. 
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MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR 
Concepts for Understanding Type 
TALKING IN TYPE 
TALKING WITH THINKERS CT) 
-Be brief and concise 
-Be logical and do not ramble 
-List the pros and the cons of each 
alternative 
-Be intellectually critical and 
objective 
-De: calm and reasona ble: 
-Don't assume feelings are unimportant--
they arc just valued differently 
-Present emotions and feelings as facts 
to be weighed in the decision 
TALl\ING WITH JUnGERS (J) 
-Present a timeta ble and stick with it 
-Don't surprise J's; give warnings of 
corning changes when possible 
-Allow time to prepare: 
-Show that you also accomplish things 
and can be counted upon to follow 
through 
-Show your achievements, your r,~sulls 
-Take a stand. don" be wishy·washy 
Cop)'cillhf l~Ii, Jun M. Kummerow, Ph.D. 
TA I.n ) NG WITH fEELEHS {El 
-Get to know the person before geaing 
down (0 business 
-Be personable and friendly 
-Demonstrate empathy by presenting areas 
of agreement first 
-Show why the idea is valuable to people: 
and how it will affect people 
-Be aware that F's may have difficulty 
being critical and giving negative 
feedback 
-Pay close allention to the process, lhe 
way you are communicating not just 
what you are saying; watch body language 
and nonvcrbals 
TAJ.nING WITH PfHcEPTlyrs ePl 
-Allow for things to flow. not to 
follow your time and action calendar 
-Bring in Dew information and ideas 
-Allow lime for thorough discussion; 
complexity is desirable 
-Allow for options, for changes 
-Encourage autonomy 
-Realize any change in direction is n:>t 
necessarily impulsiveness 
Center for Applications of Psychological Type. Gainesville, Florida. 
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MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR 
Concepts for Understanding Type 
EFFECTS OF EACH PREFERENCE IN WORK SITUATIONS 
Extraverts 
like variety and action 
Are often good at greeting people 
Are sometimes impatient with long slow jobs 
Are interested in how others do their jobs 
Often enjoy talking on the phone 
Like to have people around in the working environment 
Often act quickly, sometimes without thinking 
May prefer to communicate by talking rather than writing 
Like to learn a new task by talking it through with someone 
Sensing Types 
Are aware of the uniqueness of each event 
Focus on what works now . 
like an established way of doing things 
Enjoy applying what they have already learned 
Work steadily with a realistic idea of how long it will take 
Usually reach a conclusion step by step 
Are not often inspired, and may not trust the inspiration 
when they are 
Are careful about the facts 
May be good at precise work 
Can oversimplify a task 
Accept current realrty as a given to work with 
Thinking Types 
Are good at putting things in logical order 
Respond more to people's ideas than their feelings 
Anticipate or predict logical outcomes of choices 
Need to be treated fairly 
Tend to be firm and tough-minded 
Are able to reprimand or fire people when necessary 
May hurt people's feelings without knowing it 
Have a talent for analyzing a problem or situation 
Judging Types 
Work best when they can plan their work and follow the plan 
Like to get things seMled and finished 
May decide things too quickly 
May dislike to interrupt the project they are on for a more 
urgent one . . 
Tend to be satisfied once they reach a judgment on a thmg, 
situation, or person 
Want only the essentials needed to begin their wo~ 
Schedule projects so that each step gets done on time 
Use lists as agendas for action 
Introverts 
Like quiet for concentration 
Have trouble remembering names and faces 
Can work on one project for a long time without interruption 
Are interested in the idea behind the job 
Dislike telephone interruptions 
Think before they act, sometimes without acting 
Work alone contentedly 
May prefer communications to be in writing 
May prefer to leam by reading rather than talking or 
experiencing 
Intuitive Typ-es 
Are aware of new chaUenges and possibilities 
Focus on how things could be improved 
Dislike doing the same thing repeatedly 
Enjoy learning new skills 
Work in bursts of energy powered by enthusiasm, with 
slack periods in between 
May leap to a conclusion quickly 
Follow their inspirations and hunches 
May get their facts a brt wrong 
Dislike taking time for precision 
Can overcomplexify a task 
Ask why things are as they are 
Feeling Types 
Like harmony and will work to make it happen 
Respond to people's values as much as to their thoughts 
Are good at seeing the effects of choices on people 
Need occasional praise 
Tend to be sympathetic 
Dislike telling people unpleasant things 
Enjoy pleasing people 
Take an interest in the person behind the job or idea 
Perceptive Types 
Do not mind leaving things open for lasf-minule changes 
Adapt well to changing situations 
May have trouble making decisions, feeling like they never 
have enough information 
May start too many projects and have difficulty in finishing 
them 
May postpone unpleasant jobs 
Want to know aU about a new job 
Get a lot accomplished at the last minute under pressure 
of a deadline 
Use lists as reminders of all the things they have to do 
someday 
f P hologlcal Type, Galn~sv"'e, FlorIda Center for Applications a syc 
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MYERS-BRIGGS TYPE INDICATOR 
Concepts for Understanding Type 
f/ CONTRIBUTION MADE BY EACH PREFERENCE TO EACH TYPE'\ 
SENSING TYPES INTUITIVE TYPES 
WITH THINKING WITH FEELING WITH FEELING WITH THINKING 
ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ 
(J) 
w 
a.. I Depth of concentration I Depth of concentration I Depth of concentration I Depth of concentration ~ 
C) S Reliance on facts S Reliance on facts N Grasp of possibilities N Grasp of possibilities 
z 
(;I T Logic and analysis F Warmth and sympathy F Warmth and sympathy T Logic and analysis 
en a J Organization J Organization J Organization J Organization. ::> t- -, 
a: 
w 
> 
0 
a: 
t- (J) ISTP ISFP INFP INTP z w 
-
a.. 
>-~ 
w I Depth of concentration I Depth of concenlralion I Depth of concentration I Depth of concentration > ~ S Reliance on facts S Reliance on facts N Grasp of possibilities N Grasp of possibilities a.. 
w T Logic and analysis F Warmth and sympathy F Warmth and sympathy T Logic and analysis u 
c: P P Adaptability P Adaptabilily P Adaptability w Adaptability 
a.. 
(J) ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP w 
a.. 
>-~ E Breadth of interests E Breadth of interests E Breadth of interests w E Breadth of interests 
> S Reliance on facts N Grasp of possibilities N Grasp of possibilities ~ S Reliance on facts 
a.. Warmth and sympathy F Warmth and sympathy T Logic and analysis w T Logic and analysis F u en c: P P Adaptability P Adaptability 
P Adaptability 
t- w Adaptability 
a: a.. 
W 
> 
< 
a: 
t- ENFJ ENTJ >< (J) ESTJ ESFJ w w 
a.. 
>- Breadth of interests E Breadth of interests E Breadlh of interests ~ E 
C) E Breadth of interests N Grasp of possibilities N Grasp of possibilities z S Reliance on facts S Retia,lce on facts C) . F Warmth and sympathy F Warmth and sympathy 
T Logic and analysis 
a T Logic and analysis ::> J Organization J Organization 
-, J Organization J Organization 
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FINDING YOUR SPIRITUAL PATH 
An Application of C.G. Jung's Theory of Psychological Types and the Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 
Note: These words are meant to suggest, not to define or to limit understanding. 
PREFERRED ATTITUDE, 
EXTRAVERSION INTROVERSION SENSING INTUITION THINKING FEELING JUDGMENT PERCEPTION FUNCTION. OR 
E I S N T F J P LIFESTYLE 
PRIMARY ARENA WORLD/OTHER IDEAS/SELF BODY SPIRIT MIND HEART WILL AWARENESS 
Sensory reality Possibilities Objective Subjective PREFERENCE FOR Action Reflection Details Patterns 
values values Initiative Response Status quo Change 
SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS Immediacy Anticipation Theory Feelmg Product Process 
OF REALITY Exterior Interior Concreteness Vision Principles Memory Categorical Conditional Ideal 
WINDOWS THROUGH People Individual Society Insight WHICI-I GOD'S Events experience Institutions Imagination Reason Relationships Order Serendipity REV~LATION IS Scripture Inspiration 
"The Seen" "The Unseen" Speculation Emotions "Ought" "Is" RECEIVED Natural world Inner world 
SIGNIFICANT ASPECTS Immanence Transcendence Mystery The Absolute Relational Judge Redeemer Creator Identity of God Incarnation Principle Familial OF GOD Imago Del and Inner self Holy Spirit First Cause (e.g. Father) Ruler Healer 
APPROACH TO BIBLE. Social Solitary Practical Symbolic Analytical Personal Systemalic Of-the RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE Literal MetaphOrical Abstract Immediate moment 
AVOIDS (HELL) ExclUSion Intrusions Amoiguity Restriction Inconsistency Conflict Helplessness Regimentation Loneliness Confusion Repetition Ignorance Estrangement Disorder Deadlmes 
Physical Aesthetic Conceptual Personal Closure Openness 
SEEKS (HEAVEN) Participation Incorporation harmony harmony harmony harmony Productivity Receptivity Reunion Fulfillment Faithfulness Mystical union Enlightenment Communion Work ethic Play ethic Obedience Justice, Truth Appreciation 
Sensuous (eyes, 
PRAYER Corporate Private ears. nose, Intuitive Cognitive Affective Planned Unplanned 
hands, mouth) 
NATURAL SPIRITUAL PATH ACTION REFLECTION SERVICE AWARENESS KNOWLEDGE DEVOTION DISCIPLINE SPONTANEITY 
NEEDED FOR WHOLENESS r.:!:t;!ction Action or Awareness or Service or Devotion Knowledge Spontaneity Discipline Participation Understanding Embodiment 
-- - --
Developed by Earle C. Page Copyright 1982 Center for Applications of Psychological Type, Inc., Gainesville, florida 
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FOLLOWING YOUR SPIRITUAL PATH 
Note: Our aim is a balanced. centered spirituality, These words are meant to facilitate understanding. not to stifle individuality. 
SPjRITUAL PATH ACTION REFLECTION SERVICE AWARENESS KNOWLEDGE DEVOTION DISCIPLINE SPONTANEITY 
E I S N T F J P 
SOME Assertiveness Independence Love Ecstasy Equanimity Compassion Dlscnmlnatlon Acceptance 
POStTIVE Building Deepening Pleasure Anticipation Objectivity Rapport Competence Serenity 
EXPRESSIONS community community Trust 
SOME Anger Fear Elation Apathy Sentimentality Inapproprlale Failure NEGATIVE Attack Withdrawal Attachment Depression Cntlcalness Over-protect- control to take EXPRESSIONS Iveness Judging others responSibility 
UN'CER- Isolation Loss of Premature 
DEVELOPMENT Lack of Emptiness Abstraction Flatness Confusion Coldness closure Dependence Overlooking Distrust purpose Baseless MAY LEAD TO circumspection Indecision 
conclusions 
-
OVER- Withholding Idolatry Illusion Reductionism Credulity PaSSivity 
DEVELOPMENT Impatience Idiosyncrasy Frivolity Impracticality Cynicism Personalizing Rigidity Impulsiveness 
MAY LEAD TO Shallowness Inappropriate Inappropriate Stubbornness Dogmatism Perfection.sm Procrastl-intensity conformity Fickleness Rumination Blaming nation 
Emotional Idealizing SPECtAL Inaction Superstition Primitive explosion TEMPTATIONS Distraction sensuality explOitation authority Self- RebeillOus-
AND Suggestibility InclUSion Suspicion Psychogenic indulgence Pseudo- righteousness ness 
VULNERABILITIES by others Fearofchange illness Contaminated objecllvlty ScrupulOSity Carelessness 
thinking Hurt feelings , 
NEEDED FOR REFLECTION ACTION 01 AWARENESS SERVICE or DEVOTION KNOWLEDGE' SPONTANEITY DISCIPLINE WHOLENESS PartiCipation Embodiment 
Finding Your Spiritual Path and Following Your Spiritual Path were developed to help individuals and groups use C.G. Jung's observations about psychological type as a way 
10 find their individual and group journeys toward wholeness. The words and phrases are meant to open you to new aspects of this search. 
Developed by Earle C. Page Copyright 1982 Center for Applications of Psychological Type, Inc., Gainesville, Florida 
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Tempe'rament Report Form for Date 
----
This report fDlm provides a swnmary of your Myers-Briggs Type rndictlor™ (MB~) results which are based on your own self-report. rt is n.!commended that your results be verified 
by you as accUi.l.te through feedback and interJCoon with a pe~n knowledgeable about the MBll and temperaments or through your own reading and understanding of the more dctailt.:d 
descriptions found in pTease Understand Me by David Keirsey and ~tanlyn Bates or Portraits of Temperament by David Keirsey. 
The ~mll reports preferences on four scales, with two opposite preferences on each scale. The strength of The fet:dback from the MBll is four letters representing 
preferences on these four scales. The MBll is helpful in 
determining your temperament Temperamcnt refers to 
the "form" of pe~naIity and examines themes and core 
values expressed through behaviors. These patterns of 
behavior have lx:en obst . 'rved over the last 25 centuries and 
are bridly summarized here. (Brief descriptions of the 
four varieties of each temperament are on the other side.) 
your preferences in response to the MBll .... ere: Slight Moder:He Ckar 
E Extraversion or 
Energi:ed wi Others 
S Sensing or 
Concrete 
T Thinking or 
Ohjective 
J Judging or 
Structured 
NF's and S1's have in common 
AfflllalfonJConsensus - the 
perpetuation of moral and social 
values of care and coopl;ration 
IVT's and SP's have in common 
Pragmalfsm/Autonomy - the 
use of power for the sake of 
expediency 
I mtroversion 
Energi:ed Alone 
:'ol iNruition 
Ahstract 
F Feeling 
Personal 
P Perceiving 
NF 
Spontaneolls 
NF's and NT's hal'e in common 
AbstracUSymbollc Consciousness 
Idealists 
Want to be authentic, benevolent and empathic. Search for iden-
tity, meaning and significance. Relationship oriented, valuing 
meaningful relationships. Romantic, idealistic. wanting to make 
the world a better place. Look to the future. Trust their intuition. 
imagination. fantasy. Focus on developing potential. fostering and 
fJCilitating growth through cooching. teJChing. counseling. 
communicating. Generally enthusiastic. Think. in terms of 
integration and similarities and took for universals. Gifted in the 
use of metaphor.; to bridge ditTerent (X!r.;pectives. Diplomatic. 
Well suited for all manner of "people" worl<. 
NT Rationals 
Want knowledge and to be competent. to achieve. Seek to under-
stand how the world and things m it worl<. Theory oriented. 
Everything is r:onditional and relative. Future oriented. Trust 
logic and ~'On. Want to have a r.uionale for everything. Ske?ti-
cal. Think. in terms of dUTerences. delineating categories, defim-
tions. structures and functions. Hunger for precision. especially in 
thought and language. Skilkd at long-range planning. inventing. 
designing and defining. Generally calm. Foster individualism. 
Frequently gr.J.vitale toward technology and the sciences. Well 
suited for engineering ;md devising strategy. whether in the social 
or physical sciences. 
SJ 
Your indicated temperament was: D 
Sf's and SP's !rave in ('onimon 
Concrete/Signal Consciousness 
Guardians 
Want to fit in. to have membership. Hunger for responsibility and 
accountability. Tend to be generous. to serve and to do their duty. 
Establish and maintain institutions and standard oper.lting proce-
dures. Tend to protect and preserve. so stand guard and wam. 
Look to the past and trJdition. Foster enculturation with ceremo-
nies and rules. Trust contr.Jcts and authority. Want security and 
stability. Think in terms of the conventional. associations and 
discrete elements. Generally serious and concerned. fatalistic. 
Skilled at ensuring that things and people are in the right place. in 
the right amounts, the right quality, at the right time. Frequently 
gravitate towanls business and commerce. 
SP Artisans 
Want the freedom to choose the next act; to have and to act on im-
pulses. Want to be graceful. bold and impressive. to have impJCl 
Generally excited and optimistic. Absorbed in the action of the 
moment Oriented toward the present Seek adventure and e.xperi-
ences. Hunger for spontaneity. Trust impulses. luck and their 
ability to solve any problem they run into. Think in terms of 
variation. variations on a theme. Ability to notice and describe 
detail. like freedom to move. festivities and games. Natural 
negotiators. Seize opportunities. Gifted tacticians. deciding the 
best move to make in the moment. the expedient thing to do. Fre-
quently draWn to the arts - manual. visuaf and performing . 
. TELOS PU1LIC.\TIO~S. 16168 Rexh Boulevard, Suite lll. Huntingtoo Beach, California 926.47 
.1) Cop>Tight 1988 by LiPda V. Berms. Ph.D. All righrs res.:rvlu R~plt'duction of eith:r ,iL'e of this form by any procl'SS is unl;l'.~ ful without the publishers's wrirren p:nnissiOll. 
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fNFJ Foreseer/Developer 
Theme is foresight They use their insights 
to deal with complexity in issues :.IIId 
~Ie, often with a strong sense of "know-
mg' b!fore O!hc:rs know themselves. They 
tnl~ their inspir:ltions :.IIId visions, using 
them to help otl1ers. Private and complex, 
they bring a quiet enthusiasm and industry 
to projects that are part of their vision. 
THE FOUR VARIETIES WITHIN EACH TEMPERAMENT 
lNFP Proponent/Advocate 
Theme is advocxy. They su~rt anything 
that allows the unfolding of the person, 
encouraging growth and dcvelopm:nt with 
a quiet enthusiasm. They become loyal ad-
vocates and champions, caring deeply about 
their causes and a few special peop1e. Inter-
ested in contemplating life's mysteries, vir-
tues and vices in their S<!an:h for wholeness. 
(STJ Overseer/lnspector 
Theme is inspectin~, They are thorough, 
systematic and caretlli as they look for dis-
crepancies, omissions and pitfalls. Depend-
able, realistic and sensible, they want to con-
serve the resources of the urganiLllion, 
group. family or culture :.IIId persevere to-
wards that goal. 
(SFJ Provider/Protector 
Theme is protecting, making sure their 
charges are safe from harm. Desiring to 
serve individual needs, they often work long 
hours. They are the caretakers, S<!rving qui-
etly without fanfare. TIleY are devoted to 
dOIng whatever is necessary to ensure shel-
ter and safety. 
( NF IDEAUSTS ) ( SJ GUARctANS 
.../ 
ENFJ ForeSl'er/Mobilizer 
Theme is mentoring, I~g people to 
xhieve their potential and become more of 
who they are. They karl using their excep-
tional communicanon <Iillls, their enthusi-
35m and warmth to gain cooperation to-
warns meeting the ideals they hold for the 
organization. They are the catalysts who 
draw out the b!st in others. 
INTJ Director/Str _Leglst 
I 
ThenlC is strategizing. They devise strat-
egy, glve structure, establish complex plans 
and outline St.'9uences of events in reaching 
distant goals dictated by a strong vision of 
the organiution. llley thrive on purring 
theories to work and are open to my and all 
ideas that cm be put to use. 
ENFP Proponent/Messenger 
Theme is in'ipiration, both of them.<;elves 
;md others. They have a cont:lgious enthu-
sia.~m for "causes" that further good and 
develop latent potential. Very perceptive of 
others' motives and interested in what is 
going <Xl mlund them. Frequently moved to 
enthusiastically communicate their "mes-
sage." 
INfP Inventor/Designer 
Theme is designing, not just in the "artistic 
sense," but in the sense of the precise ar-
rmgement of all the elements necessary for 
objective understanding of that part of the 
world that interests them. While many are 
OrJwn to science and math. the designing 
can be in many other realms. Interest is in 
theories and underlying principles. 
ESTJ Overseer/Supervisor 
Theme is supervising, with an eye to the tra-
ditions and re~ations of the group. They 
are interested 10 ensuring that the standards 
are met and the con..o;equcnces for not fol-
lowing those standards are delivered. They 
want to keep orDer so that the organization, 
group, family, or culture wiU be preserved. 
ISTP Maneuverer/Operator 
Theme is action. This action is born of their 
impulses, not imposed from without They 
are natural masters at using tools and instru-
ment, becoming absorbed in operating 
them. They take pride in their skill and vir-
tuosity. Keen observers of the environment, 
they are a storehouse of much data and facts 
about the things that interest them. 
l:.SFJ Provider/Guardian 
11lCme is providing, ensuring that physical 
needs are met They are genuinely con-
cerned about the weltare of others, making 
sure they are comfortable and involved. 
They use their sociability to nurture estab-
lished institutions. They are helpful, con-
siderate, thoughtful and wishing to please. 
ISFP Performer/Compositor 
Theme is composing. Wmt to please and 
favor through their composil1ons, fre-
quently in the visual and performing arts. 
With their senses keenly tuned in, they 
become totally absorbed in the action of the 
moment Prefer action to words. Focus on 
the free variable in composition and the 
performing of their own compositions. 
Kind and sensitive to suffering of others. 
t' NT RATIONALS ) ( SP ARTISANS - ) I 
ENTJ Director/Commandant 
Theme is commanding. They develop pol-
icy. cst:lblish plans, sequence events, imple-
ment strategy md direct others in reaching 
the goals dictated by their strong vision ov 
the organization. They are the natural or-
ganization builders and cannot not lead. 
They focus on marshalling forces to get 
plans into action. 
ENTP Inventor/Improvisor 
Theme is inventing and adapting, not just 
concrete objects, but also new ways of doing 
things as means to an end. Interested in 
nearly everything and frequently go from 
one thing to the next, inventing prototypes 
and having faith in their ability to ImproVIse, 
r.:Jther than extensive preparation. They are 
the engineers of human relationships and 
system~ as weU as the more scientific do-
mains. 
ESTP ManeuvererlPromoter 
Theme is promoting. Adept at picking up on 
minimal non-verbal cues, they are able to 
anticipate the actions and reactions of others 
and thus win their confidence. They are the 
master negotiators. entrepreneurs, salesper-
sons - taking over in all manner of interper-
sonal interactions. They thrive on action and 
the use of all resomres at hand. 
TELOS PL13UCATIO~S, 16168 Re:1ch Boulevard, Suite 111. Huntington Beach, California 926..\7 
ESFP PerformeriEntertainer 
Theme is performin~. Warm, channing and 
witty, they want to Impact others, to evoke 
their enjoyment and to stimulate. Seeking to 
excite and plea.<;e their "audience," they are 
masters at entertaining, sho .... manship and 
sales. They thrive on social interaction. 
pleasure and joyful living. 
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Type and Learning Styles 
ExtravE!ralon (E) 
Es learn best in situations tilled with 
movement, action, and talk. They prefer 
to learn theories or facts that connect 
with their experience, and they will usu-
ally come to a more thorough under-
standing of these theories or facts 
during group discussions or when 
working on cooperative projects. Es 
tend to leap into assignments with little 
"forethought," relying on trial-and-tmor 
rather than anticipation to solve prob-
lems. 
Sensory Perception (5) 
Ss learn best when they move from the 
concrete to the abstract in a step-by-
step progression. They are thus at 
home with programmed, modular, or 
computer-assisted learning. They value 
knowledge that is practical and want to 
be precise and accurate in their own 
work. They tend to excel at memorizing 
facts. 
thinking Judgment (T) 
Ts are most motivated when provided 
with a logical rationale for each project 
and when teachers acknowledge ar.d 
respect their competence. They prefer 
topics that help them to understand 
systems or cause-and-effect relation-
ships. Their thought is syllogistic and 
analytic. 
Judgment (J) 
Js tend to gauge their learning by the 
completion of tasks: reading ·x"-amount 
of books, writing ·x"-amount of papers, 
or making "x"-amount of reports. 'T"hey 
thus prefer more structured learning 
environ·ments that establish goals for 
them to meet. 
Introversion (I) 
Since Is may be more quiet and less ac-
tive in the classroom, teachers may feel 
the need to press -them into taking part 
in group discussions. Such pressure, 
however, will often only increase their 
withdrawal. Teachers need to respect 
their need to think in relative solitude, for 
that is how they think best. Is will be 
more willing to share their ideas when 
given advance notice. This will allow 
them time to think about how they will 
become active in the classroom. 
Intuitive Perception (N) 
Ns tend to leap to a conceptual under-
standing of material and may daydream 
or act-out during drill work or predomi-
nately factual lectures. They value 
quick flashes of insight but are often 
careless about details. They tend to 
excel at imaginative tasks and theoreti-
cal topics. 
Feeling Judgment (J) 
Fs are most motivated when given 
personal encouragement and when 
shown the human angle of a topic. Fs 
think to darify their values and to 
establish networks of values. Even 
when their expressions seem syllogistic, 
they usually evolve from some person-
ally held belief or value. 
Perception (P) 
Ps tend to view learning as a free-
wheeling, flexible quest. They care less 
about deadlines and the completion of 
tasks. They prefer open and spon-
taneous learning environments and 
feel "imprisoned" in a highly structured 
c.Iassroom. 
Adapted from McCaulley and Natter (1974) and Lawrence (1984). 
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Introversion 
Extraversion 
Introversion 
Extraversion 
AND THEN THERE WERE 16 ....... . 
ENFJ ~ I ErplllTP I 
How the four temperaments branch into the sixteen styles. 
along the Keirseyan dimensions 
THE FOUR KEIRSEYAN TEMPERAMENTS 
AND THEIR VARIANTS 
Proactive Responsive 
INFJ INFP 
SEER MESSENGER 
PROPHET CRUSI\DER 
INTUITIVE 
FEelER 
NF 
ENFJ ENFP 
SEER MESSENGER 
MOBILIZER 
.~ r. > _ • A 'O' 
INTJ 
STRATEGIST 
EXPERIMENTOR 
QUESTOR 
ImP 
INVENTOR 
DESIGNER 
Responsive Proactive 
ISFJ ISTJ 
PROVIDER OVERSEER 
NOURISHER INSPECTOR 
SENSING 
JUDICIOUS 
ESFJ 
PROVIDER 
GUARDIAN 
ISFP 
PERFORMER 
COMPOSER 
SJ 
ESTJ 
OVERSEER 
SUPERVISOR 
ISTP 
MANEUVERER 
OPERATOR 
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INTUITIVE SENSING THli'~KER ____ -u-----PER~IVER-----I 
1-.---- NT 
ENTJ 
STRATEGIST 
DIRECTOR 
ENTP 
INVENTOR 
ADAPTOR 
ESFP 
PERFORMER 
ENTERTAINER 
ESTP 
MANEUVERER 
PROMOTER 
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TEMPERAMENT NEEDS TO BE NURTURED 
One's temperament can be fosfered or stunted, never changed. All trees need nutrients 
to reach their full development. Just as each tree would have different nutrients from Mother 
Earth, so would each temperament demand a different diet and environment to achieve its 
fullest stature in the human community. 
Part of achieving one's full status in the human community is receiving from the 
environment those nutrients essential for the survival and enhancement of one's tempera-
ment. The following table provides some indication of what the temperaments may need in 
differing environments. 
APPLICATIONS 
NT NF SJ SP 
NEED Comp9tence Authenticity Belonging Freedom 
MEDIUM OF EXCHANGE Power Recogn~ion Service Impact 
INTERACTION STYLE Like for Like One Up-One Down 
One Up-One Down Like for like 
Competitive Nurturing Nurturing Comp'!titive 
COMMUNICATION STYLE Conditionals Metaphors 
Comparatives Anecdotes 
"Super Reasonable" "Placator" "Blamer" "Irrelevant" COMMUNICATION 
STANCE (Y. SATlR) 
Efficiency Growth Structure 
Opportunity 
AT WORK, PROMOTE 
Ideas Ideas 
People-Caretaking! People-
CAREER FOCUS Services Entertainment 
Systems & Conterls & 
Dala-Monitoring Data-Manipulation 
Strategies people 
Objects-Ma~ufacturing Objects-Promotion 
Designing/Planning Promotingffraining 
AdministeringfServing ProducinglPerforming 
STAFANG FOR 
STRENGTHS 
Developing Strategies Giving Praise 
Giving Cautions Taking Over 
LEADS BY 
Anything Conceptual Anythiny Valued or 
Anything Practical Anything Promotable 
SALES EMPHASIS Believed In 
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NT NF SJ SP 
AS EDUCATORS ...• 
INSTRUCTIONAL Lecture Group Participation Lecture Activity 
STYLE Socratic Questions Discussion Workbook/Structured Hands-on 
Learning Leaming 
EMPHAStS Content Centered Leamer Centered Teacher Centered Project Centered 
EVALUATION Results Quality Interaction Time on Task Active Involvement 
CRITERIA 
AS LEARNERS Knowtedge Centered Relationship Centered Authority Centered Impact Centered 
Competence Growth Usefulness Competitive Edge 
Big Picture,Why Big PictureMlho DatalWhat & How DataNv'hen & How 
Expert Feedback Highly Personalized Hierarchy of Rewards Immediate Reward 
Feedback 
BEST ENVIRONMENT Innovative Expressive Organized Stimulating 
Intellectual Personal Secure Variety 
STRESSORS Powerlessness Insincerity Abandonment Constraint 
Incompetence Betrayal Insubordination Clumsiness 
WHEN STRESSED Obsesses Dissociates Complains Retaliates 
STROKES OR ANTIDOTES Reconfirmation Nurturing Appreciation Shared Experience 
FOR STRESS 01 Competence from Sell & Others 
A New Project New Quests Inclusion in News & ChangelNovelty 
Activities 
RELATIONSHIP ROLES Fraternal MaternallPaternal Paternal/Maternal Fraternal 
Mentor Guide Guardian Player 
AS DATES & MATES Reciprocity Romance Stability 
Challenge 
AS PARENTS Teacher Confidante 
Caretaker Playmate 
AT PLAY Improve Skills Fantasy 
Observances Excitement 
Work As Play Imaginary or Real As a Reward/Ritual Life As Play 
Relationships 
Seers Prophets 
Ministers Samaritans 
AT WORSHIP Fundamentalism 
Theology Mystici~'" 
Instrtutionalism 
Convocations Celebrations 
Conventional Rituals Festivals 
Be excellent in To t,';,e own sell 
Early to bed. Eat. drink and 
MOnO early to rise .... be merry ... 
all things. be true. 
Joan ul Arc Gporge Washington SI. Francis of Assisi 
POSSIBLE EXAMPLES Socrates Ghandi Florence Nightengale Amelia Earhart Madame Curie Martin Luther King Andrew Carnegie George Patton Eisenhower William Shakespeare Norman Rockwell Jack Benny Ayn Rand 
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Suggestions concerning THE KEEPING of a JOURNAL 
1. Obtain a good loose-leaf notebook to use for your journal. Loose-
leaf notebook pages - will fit within the 
pages of this handbook. 
2. Date every entry with day, month, and year. 
3. Writ~ w~~tever you want to write-what is on your mind, such as: 
- sIgnIfIcant happenings, decisions, insights; 
- a description of your mood of the moment; 
an appraisal of your day (or of the day before); 
hopes, fears, concerns, joys; 
assessment of a relationship with your own inner (true) self, 
with another person, with God, with material things, with 
events; 
a "peak experience," or a failure or success in trying to fulfill 
what you believe is God's will for you to be or to do. 
This is your journal, for your eyes only unless you sometime con-
sider it helpful (for the sake of another or for your own sake) to 
share a part of it with someone whose discretion and discernment 
you trust. 
4. Record your insights from times of meditation and prayer, revela-
tion or enlightenment. 
S. Record every dream you have when you can remember it. or any 
part of it. 
a. In the hazy, ha If-waking time when you begin to be aware of 
having dreamed, train yourself to remain perfectly still and 
try to remember the dream in its entirety. Even the slightest 
move can sometimes make the memory of the dream vanish. 
Having remembered the dream, if it is an involved one, jot 
down single words or phrases to remind you of its content 
before you start to write it out. This procedure is especially 
helpful if you have dreamed two or three separate dreams-
or more. Record the whole dream or dreams immediately if 
this is possible. Keep your journal close at hand. 
b. Include all the details, insignificant as they may seem. 
c. Think about the dream trying to determine what your inner self 
may be trying to convey to YOl.'-or what your !nner self ~as 
been trying to work through while you slept-while your active 
attention to other ~hings was at rest. . 
d. Drawir,';J a sketch of the setting or the sc~n~ of. your
d 
dream 
may prove helpful. You don't have to be .artlstlc-JUst raw a.s 
best you can-using stick figures-anything that helps to clari-
fy the scene or the action of the dream. 
e. It is better to record your dreams as a ~art of your chronOlogical 
. I th than in a separate section of your notebook be-Journa ra er ... 
cause of their probable relevance to your cu~r~nt lactlvltles. 
You. may find that your dreams reflect your splrltua progress 
or retrogression. 
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THE- KEEPING of a JOURNAL (continued) 
6. It is often helpful to write out a prayer-almost like a letter to 
your ~eavenly Father-pouring out your feelings just as they are. 
tumbling over one another se~king expression. o.r slowly wrung 
from out the depths of you. It IS good to do this at varying times 
when you may be keenly aware of: 
frustrating distractions 
immense gratitude for grace received 
discouragement bordering on despair 
need for confession 
overwhelming desire to fulfill God's will in your life-
willing fervently to will His will. 
7. As your journal grows, you may find it helpful to have an index 
with references according to date so that you can find them 
easily. Such an index might include: 
names of persons (included in YOUi' journal notes. drea.Jls. 
or prayers) 
insights, experiences. topics to which you might want to be 
able to turn readily. 
8. You might profit by having a separate section of your journal 
(or even a separate notebook) devoted to a kind of bibliography 
of books conta ining helpful passages related to your topica I index 
-or you might even have the excerpts themselves included in 
your notebook. 
SOME PRIMARY USES OF THE JOURNAL 
1. Writing in your journa I is one way to articulate and thus to clarify 
in your own mind your moods. feelings. motives. hopes. fears, loves, 
hates. ambitions, sufferings. joys.-a II facets of your life. Such clari-
fication makes it possible to determine your ultimate goal and the 
directions in which you move toward or away from that goal. 
2. What matters most is your direction-not how far along you are. 
There is no point in com;Jaring yourself with others-but there is 
validity in comparing yourself as you are today with yourself---a5YOli 
were a month ago. a year ago. five years ago. You can answer such 
questions as: 
_ Are you wrestling with the same old problems? 
Is your directio .. the same? ..' . 
What about your patience 7 Is Ii increasing ?-?ecreaslng? 
Are you understanding any more clearly what It must mean to 
pray without ceasing 7 
3 Y . I' a storehouse of your own written prayers. When . our Journa IS 
"d .. 't' good to read O:1e of your prayers recorded when you are own I IS 
you were "up"-to help you remember that the sp.iritual. journey is 
a succession of valley~ plateaus. peaks-not a sOjourn In anyone 
: spot. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In order to understand the vocabulary used in these prayer recOtUIllendations 'for 
the sixteen individual psychological types, a brief description of the various forms 
of prnyer is 1n order. A more complete explanation of these different prayer fo[1U.9 
w111 be found in TIlE OPEN DOOR issues of January and June 1982 and March 1983. ' 
llENEDICTINE LECTI,Q DIVIll~ consists of four parts: Lectio (spiritual reading), 
Meditatio (reflection on the reading), Oratio (spontaneous prayer response to Cod 
through petition, thanksgiving, contrition, p·raise, etc;), and Contemplatio (being 
stl11 in the Lord's presence). Since these four parts of Lectio Divina use All four 
of the psychological functions, it is reconuneneled that they be used in all the methods 
of prayer. Lectio uses the senses of sigllt anel hearing to receive God's word from a 
passage of the l.Iible or from some other spiritual reaeling. Heelitatio involves the 
thinking funct'l.on to reflect all the meaning of the reaeling and to discern what message 
Coel \.Iishes to impart through his \.lord. In Oratio the feeling function is activated 
to allow us to respond to God's \.lord with s;;C-appropriate personal response. 'fo 
remain silent \.Ihen Cod speaks to LIS is tantamount to saying "no" to IUs call. \.Ie are 
expected to respond in a personal and feeling uay. Contemplatio activates the intui-
tion function and thus calls forth neu insights and inspirations uhich are the 
working of the Holy Spirit. This final part of Lectio Divilla may also be seen as 
resting in the presence of Gael and experiencing ~f the Cruits of the Holy Spirit, 
such as peace, joy, love, etc. (Gal 5:22-2). Lectic Divina elDphasizes that prayer 
is a dialogue where, first, ue open our minds anel hearts and become attentive to what-
ever God may uish to say to us. Then, ue reflect upon his uords and make an· appro-
priate response. Finally, ue become quiet and listen Cor whatever further the Lord 
might wish to share with us. 
IGNATIAN PRAYER is the type of prayer recommended in the 11lirty Day Spiritual 
Exercises by St. Ignatius Loyola. It makes U5e of the sensible imaginal ion to pro-
ject ourselves back into the biblical scene and try to become a participant. The 
purpose i6 to make the Cospel or Scripture scene cOlDe alive and more real through 
sense perception so that we can make a person;}l application of the teaching contained 
therein. St. Ignatius al\.lays insists that \.Ie draw Crom the meditation some practical 
fruit which we can apply to our oun life. Just ilS in Lectio Div~, all four 
functions, sensation (sensible imaginatioll),lhinking, feeling, and intuition, should 
be involved in this prayer fonn. \.Ie first listen an.! then respond to uhatever message 
comes to us from the Lord. 111ereCore the prayer becomes a dialogue uotueen God and 
ourselves. At the conclusion of the meditation, Ignatius suggests a three-fold 
colloquy or dialogue with God the Father, Jesus Christ, anel the Blessed Hother. 
AUGUSTINIAN PRAYER is named after St. Augustine because it is a type of prayer 
i 11 i t to ti le NF temlleramcnt· but it 1s also recommended Cor all espec a y appropr Ol '
11 i t O f prayer personalizcs the \.lord oC Cod in Sacred Scripture temperaments. I s ype i 
i I d t o our situation toelay. \.Ie try to ilDagine uhnt mean ng by transpos ng t Ie wor s f I .1.1.' 
G d taken from the Uible might have i t ley were auuresseu these \.lords of Jesus or a 
11 S in our present situation. Since the Biblical writers directly and persona Y to u 1 d 
i . Gall's etern;J! wisdom, it has ;J1ways been assume( an succeeded in captur ng some O[ d f bl Ii Jeus and Christians that the wor s a the B1 (were 
believed by devout lsrae tes, it' of people to uhom they \Jere first addresse.d but 
applicable not only to the COlillTlUn ti Augustinian prayer is built on this faith in 
also to tile people oC everYdgenfccrad o~~ressed pcrsonally to each of us. It is like 
the Bible as the living \.lor 0 0 a 
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receiving a letter from God addressed personally to each one of us. To be fully 
effective, Augustinian prayer sllould nlso be a dialogue between God and ourselves. 
Wc firot listen attentively to what God is trying to tell us through the words of 
Scripture, then we reapond in an appropriate way. TIle Lectio, Meditntio, Oratio, 
and Contemplatio of Lectio Divinn are quite appropriate to use in conjunction with 
Augustinian fonn of prayer. All four psychological functions of sensation, thinking, 
feeling, and intuition should be used, but special attention should be given to 
feeling and intuition. 
TlIOHISTIC PRAYER is named after St. TIlOmas, not because this was the method 
of prayer used by St. TIlomas Aquinas but, because it makes use of the syllogistic 
method of thinking, which is also known as the scholastic method and popularized by 
St. TIlOmas Aquinas. All four steps of Lectio IHvina should be used in this method; 
but the most time and main emphasis will be on -t~rderly progression of thought 
from cause to effect during the Hcditatio portion of the prayer. It is a type 
especially popular with thinking people and requires close attention to the process 
of rational thought in ordcr to arrive at an appropriate conclusion. TIle Lectio 
portion of TIlomistic prayer mayor m.ay not involve a direct reading of the Bible. 
It may simply begin with some point of revelation contained in the Bible but devel-
oped since then by further theological reflection. TIle subject for the prayer period 
m.ay be some virtue recommended in the Dible or some fault condelUlled by divine revela-
tion. Thomistic prayer is not complete or sufficient when it confines itself merely 
to the rational consideration of the virtue, fault, or religious practice under 
consiJeration. TIle Qr:.atio <ll1d the COlltell1plat~~ ul' l.ectio Divin."1 ~hould also be in-
cluded. \.Ie need to respond to the intellectuill consideration with feeling and per-
sonal involvement and thus invol"e the heart ;IS \Jell as the head. \.Ie need also to 
be 8till and open to any new insights or inspirations. 
FRANCISCAN PRAYER is named in honor of St. Frilncis oC Assi!;t since it is the 
method of prayer he constantly used ilnd recolluncllued to others. It is a free-spirit, 
spontaneous type of prayer that, nevertheless, involves all four {unctions of sensa-
tion, intuition, thinking, and feeling. Scripture, especially the scp.nes from the 
life of Jesus, is most appropriate for this type of prayer. Francis knew and under-
stood from the Gospels the true spirit of Jesus perhaps better than any other Christian 
ever has. Francis discovered the presence of God everywhere hI! went: in nature, in 
birds and fl.owers, in tile SUlI and moon, etc. So, FrancIscan prayer uses the senses 
to make .one open to God's presence, God's power, God's goodness and love everwhere we 
might turn. Heditation or reflection on this prcsL'nCe of God everyvhere results in 
i i h i t G d 's beauty love (loodness truth, power, mercy, life, etc. new ns g ts II 0 0 " t.> ' 
Thus both thinking and intuition are involved in Franciscan prayer in addition to 
sensation' but the main emphasiS will be upon fec>lings of joy, sorrow, love, peace, 
i ' I . I re"'Jlt from the contelUplation of God and God's works. cown tment, etc. WI~CI ~ 
CONTEtWLATIVE PRAYER might be called Teresian prayer, after St. Teresa of Avila, 
1 ted with this type of prayer, although she <llso teaches since she Is so close y connec .. iiI 
f f prayer Contemplat1ve prayer s lDage css prayer. us about milny different orms 0 • d'i ~ rayer without .1ny rules, steps, or proce ures, except 
III a certain real sense t .s P f God and let happen whatever will happen. ,\ctually 
to put oneself in the presence fO I bove killds of prayer, it is the prayer lI!1ed 
a h1gher fonn of pr.1yer than a b t ~:u~s called ~o lDysticism. All sincere lovers of God 
especially by the mystics and Yeriences of contemplative or mystical prayer during 
will Ilave had at least brief eXPd 1 nd Gnd's <lllswers to one's prayers of petition, 
f G d' resence an ove a experiences 0 0 s P dless of their temper<lment, are called very early in 
etc. !lowever, some souls, regar 
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1n their faith journey to this type of prayer. It does not depend upon one's 
canctity but simply upon Cod exercising his 010111 divine freedom to call whol1lever he 
chooses to this type of intil1lacy w1th lIil1l. If we arc so called, we should not resist 
but should abandon ourselves uholeheartedly to whatever God wants of us. Fl:equently 
those who are called to contemplative prayer arc filled with qualms of conscience 
since it docs not seel1l to be real prayer in the sense of being in accord with what 
they have been taught about prayer. It seems as though one is doing nothing, not 
really praying, but simply resting; but this is what contel1lplative prayer really 
is "resting quietly in God's presence". 
CENTERING PRAYER has been populnrized by Fathers D.1S11 Pennington and \.Jilliruu 
Henninger and the Trappist Honks of Spencer, Hassachusetts. 111ere are fOUl: steps to 
Centering Prayer: (1) Take a minute or two to quiet one's thoughts, desil:es; then 
l1Iove in faith to God who dwclls in the depths of our inner being; (2) Use a word or 
phrase to express the responsc we wi5h to make to this presence of God withIn us --
for example, "Abba", "Father", "Lord", "Yes, Lon.!", "Anything, Lord, everything", 
"111Y will be done", "Lord Jesus Christ, Son of Cod, have mercy on me a sinner". 
This \.lord or phrase should be repeated over and over again, either aloud or in a 
\.lhisper or under one's breath (J) Continue to dwell on this word or phrase for about 
fifteen minutes with eyes closed while sitting comfortably in a chair. ~lenever one 
becomes aware of distl:actions, gently turn the tlloughts to the presence of God with 
the prayer word or phrase. Distractions in no wny prevent this prayer frol1l being 
effective as long as we gently put ourselves back into the presence of Cod whenever we 
becol1le aware that our attention hilS vandercd. (4) At the end of the pr.:lyer period, 
take several minutes to come out .,f this contemplation of the presence of God by say-
ing very slovly the words of the "Our F."!thcr" Ot' some other famLllar pr:1yer. Try to 
make each word and phrase come alive as the pr:1ycr is slovly rccitctl. Centering 
prayer is an admirable way to develop and practice contemplative or mystical prayer. 
VOCflL PRAYER is prayer where ve actually speak the \"ords of our prayer. Vocal 
prayer may be recited aloud or wldspered or ml~rcly formed vith one's lips. In vocal 
prayer \.Ie usually use the \.lords of 50mcone else rather th;)n our oun spontaneously 
formed wortls. 111C Rosary is n typic;}l (.!xatnplc of vocal prayer. although it is ~lso 
supposed to be meditative or contemplative prayer by reflection upon one or another 
of the mysteries of the life of Jesus Christ and Hary. 
LITURGICAL PRAYER is the officia I public prilyer of a cOlTullunity of believers. 
For Catholics this would consist primarily of the Euch.:lrist. It also includes the 
othel: Sacraments and pub lie prayers of the Church, such as the Divine Office, the 
Blessing of Palms or Ashes, the ChristL"!n I·'ake, etc. 
INTERCESSORY PRAYER is prayer of petition where ve ask God to grant us sOl1le favor. 
For some people this is practically the only form of prayer that they usc, \.Ihich of 
i i t ke Cert ainly intercessory prayer is real pra)'er, and one that 1s courso s a 111 s 11 • id ded b Jesus and St. [';;IUI in Lhe New Testamellt, an pract ce by 
frequently reeonuncn e~ in the Dible, but ve should not confine our relationship 
nearly everyone mention P i orotitude and contrition -- as 1.1(11 as 
i h G d s of petition. ra se, b ' W toto prayer fl ion on Cod and the truths of God -- shculd 
meditation, contemplation. and re ect 
form a major part of our prayer life. 
i 1 type of prayer which has developed in recent 
CIIA1USHATIC PRAYEI: is a spec ab tl among Catholics and other Christians. years in cllal:ismatie prayer gr~ups .~t Ide to GoJ, it usually includes prayi~J in 
Primarily prayers of praise an gr~t u. nd heaiinG TIle emphasis is upon "praying tongues as well as prayers of proplecy ~ • 
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in the Spirit" and this refers to putting oneself completely in the hands of the 
lIoly Spirit and allowing the Spirit to use our tongues and bodies and minds. 
VIRTUAL PRAYER is prayer of action, whereby we express our love, faith, nnd 
devotion to God primarily by means of our actions ot loving service toward our 
fellow human beings. TIle emphasis here is upon purity of intention, i.e., keeping 
the thought and will of God constantly in the forefront of our mind 05 !.'e go about 
doing the !.'ork of the Lord and serving the ncedr. of our brethren. Some types, 
especially the SP temperament, are able to SilY in all honesty that their !.'ork is 
their prayer. All of us should try to do tIl is. but ordinarily !.'e need a [onnal 
period of prayer each day to enoule us to keep Cod con!ltantly in the foremost place 
of our attention and thus consciously do all day long what Cod !.'ou1d !.'ant us to do. 
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l?RAYlli PAruS 
Vocal Prayer--recitation of Psalms, 
other scriptures or Prayers 
·Prayer of Sirrple Regard ll 
(Sacrarrent of the Present !1::Irent) 
Relaxing in God's Presence-
llbe still and knowll 
Gazing at a picture, listening to 
lILlSic, awreciating God's creation 
Caligraphy-prayers/scriptures 
Body prayers 
Singing a hymn, creative dance, 
playing or listf"J'ling to music 
before God 
'Ihese are receptive ways of praying 
if situated in faith, p.1tting aside 
all efforts to analyze or interpret 
and dane with sirrplicity, quiet 
awareness, openness and 
a.wreciatioo of God. 
Mental Prayer-Gathering and sorting 
ideas carefully choosing words, 
fonrulating and OO.'1strucing 
sentences which oonvey best your 
thoughts to God in prayer 
Se If-examin.ation, 
"Wisdcm writing" 
Writing our prayers for different 
occasions-copying and using the 
"Writtenprayers of others 
Discerning Prayer 
'n1ese are expressive ways of 
praying by which one seeks to give 
shape to thought and form to ideas 
in cx:mrunication with God. 
Copyright i989 by Dr. C. ReginiJld .I.·,hnson 
Centering Prayer 
'llie Breath Prayer 
~gful Ritual 
Listening. Prayer 
Visualizing Prayer 
These are receptive fonns of prayer 
which make use of si lence and 
focusing or which draw oupon images 
and symbol s, working with the fl"", 
of material fran the unconscious 
into consci~. 
Conversational Prayer 
The "Jesus Prayer" 
Reoollective Prayer-drawing upon 
lTCIlories of persons, places, 
experiences resulting in gratitude 
to God for His gifts, and for the 
goodness which has c::o:oo to us fran 
others. 
Self-offering and formulating 
resoultions. 
Quietly singing favorite hynms and 
songs, or letting their melodies 
fl"'" through our inner 
oonsciousness-allcwing them to 
stir and give expression of our 
hearts. 
'lhese are expressive ways of 
praying by which personal feelings 
ard values are Iffide available in 
camumion with God. 
engage senses 
read slowly 
whisper words 
touch phrases 
mark passages 
envision details 
CXlOSult maps 
gather facts 
examine context 
observe repetition 
note canparisions/oonttasts 
carpare translations 
check de£ini tions 
ask questions 
analyze interactions 
use concordance 
canpare scriptures 
outline passage 
di~gram sentences 
formulate principles 
KilllThTlOO MAP 
identify central truth(s) 
o:::nsider iJrplications 
contemplate consequences 
clarify issues 
Copyright 1969 by Dr. C. Reginald Johnson 
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"enter scene" 
identify feelings 
recall manories 
make .associations 
personalize .....ards 
plumb wges 
reoord insights 
express ooncretely ••• 
(in poetry, sketch, clay IrOdeling, 
music, creative writing) 
narre the passage 
locate grace 
examine life 
identify sin 
receive gospel 
admi.re example 
contempla te beauty 
affirm values 
formula te resolves 
confess faith 
Disk H, PA'lliS, page 2 
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